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A study of the
text of joseph smiths
inspired version
of the bible

R J matthews

this is the first of two discussions that report the results
of a critical study of the text of what is popularly known as
joseph smith s inspired version of the bible an examination
of this subject is invited by the eighth article of faith of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints which declares
officially that the church accepts the bible any bible to
be the word of god as far as it is translated correctly in
this first discussion attention is given particularly to such mat-
ters as the historical importance of joseph smith s work with
the bible in relation to his larger mission as the first prophet
of this dispensation the extent of the textual changes effected
by the prophet his procedure the time involved the question
of completeness and especially to the reliability of the printed
editions published by the reorganized church 2

joseph smith s work with the bible is closely associated
with the other standard works of the church and also with
many of the doctrines held by it and is thus inseparably con

dr matthews is director of academic research department of seminaries
and institutes he is the author of A look at the inspired translation 1963
an appreciation of isaiah 1965 and miracles of jesus 1968 as well as
the compiler of index and concordance to the teaching of the prophet joseph
smith 1966 and choswhos who in the book of mormon 1966

joseph smiths work with the bible has been variously known as the
inspired version inspired revision inspired translation and the new

translation every reference to it in the doctrine and covenants and the
history of the church calls it a translation this was also the name by which
it was known in the early years of the church since it was based upon the
king james version and effected no change of language it has become cus-
tomary in recent years to refer to it as a revision rather than a translation

thehe reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints is herein-
after designated by the abbreviation RLDS
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nectednecked with the history of the church for example the doc-
trine and covenants has frequent reference to the prophet s
work with the bible in dac 4560614560 61 dated march 7 1831
joseph was instructed to begin working with the new testa-
ment in dacd&c 7615 dated february 16 1832 joseph and
in dac 9013 dated march 8 1833 instruction was given
sidney rigdon were working with the fifth chapter of john
concerning the books of the prophets of the old testament
in dacd&c 9353 dated may 6 1833 joseph was told to hasten
the work and in dacd&c 12489 dated january 19 1841 men-
tion is made of printing the work in addition there are
several entire sections of the doctrine and covenants that
were received directly as a result of the prophet s work in re-
vising the bible this is true of at least section 74 concerning
some of the writings of paul section 76 about the degrees of
glory section 77 explaining portions of the book of revela-
tion and section 91 concerning the apocrypha other sections
that are related to the work of the bible revision might also
include 86 113 and 132

the pearl of great price is another of the standard works
of the church that owes much to the prophet s revision of the
bible both the book of moses and the twenty fourth chapter
of matthew are extracted from the manuscripts of the bible
revision

although the book of mormon probably has little if any
direct relationship to the revision of the bible the imperfect
condition of our present bibles is discussed therein I11 nephi
13 and 14 state that the bible or record of the jews and of
the twelve apostles although originally correct and in a form
that contained the plainness of the gospel of the lamb
would become corrupted and thereafter be handed down
through the generations in an imperfect condition with many
plain and precious things removed from it it is further

stated that these plain and precious things would be available
again through other records incident to the restoration of the
gospel 1 nephi 133940.1339401339155940 40 the other records referred
to probably mean the standard works of the church and as
shown above these are closely associated with the inspired
version of the bible

the prophet joseph makes frequent mention in his journal
now popularly called the documentary history of the
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church of his special work with the bible and he particular-
ly names it a branch of his calling 3 it is impossible
to separate joseph smith s work of revising the bible from the
other aspects of his mission in the dispensation of the fulnessfalness
of times

records and reports left us by joseph smith and by others
associated with him indicate that he was prepared by spiritual
experience and by divine appointment to do the revision work
with the bible they also suggest that the work constituted a
learning experience for him by this experience and process
many new things were to be made known to him and this it
seems was a basic purpose of the work at least this is evident
from a statement in dac 4560614560 61 which gives the reasons
for the prophet s work with the new testament

and now behold I1 say unto you it shall not be given
unto you to know any further concerning this chapter until
the new testament be translated and in it all these things
shall behe made known

wherefore I1 give unto you that ye may now translate it
that ye may be prepared for the things to come italics
mine

the prophet also speaks of his divine appointment to
translate the bible in dacd&c 7615

for while we were doing the work of translation which
the lord had appointed unto us we came to the twenty ninth
verse of the fifth chapter of john italics mine

the prophet likewise had great knowledge of the scrip-
tures from the revelations of the holy ghost in writing about
the effects of his baptism and the reception of the holy spirit
he said

our minds being now enlightened we began to have the
scriptures laid open to our understandings and the true mean-
ing and intention of their more mysterious passages revealed
unto us in a manner which we never could attain to previously
nor ever before had thought of joseph smith 274.274274

additional background development is explained in a
series of articles written by oliver cowdery published in the
messenger and advocate february through july 1835 in
which he tells of the instruction and explanations of the

joseph smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts and2nd ed rev salt lake city deseret book co 1957 vol
1 ppap 238239238 239 hereafter referred to as DHC
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biblical prophecies that the angel moroni gave to joseph
smith these things are alluded to in the prophet s own ac-
count but the fuller exposition is given by oliver who states
that the angel quoted and explained many passages from
isaiah jeremiah and psalms in addition to malachi acts and
joel

according to the prophet s journal and the dates written
on the manuscripts of the bible revision the major portion
of the work was done between june 18501830 and july 2 1833
joseph was assisted in the earlier stages by john whitmer
oliver cowdery and emma smith but after december 1830
the bulk of the writing was done by sidney rigdon A large
family style edition of the king james version printed in
cooperstownCooperstown new york in 1828 was used the prophet and
oliver purchased this bible on october 8 1829 from E B
grandin at palmyra for 3755753753.75 4

in the margins of the bible they placed check marks
crosses and dots indicating the passages needing correction
they then wrote the actual corrections on separate sheets of
paper these sheets of paper used in connection with the
marked bible constitute the manuscript notes of joseph
smith s revision of the bible 5

contrary to what may be popularly believed the prophet
did not make one entire manuscript of the bible there are
three separate manuscripts for the old testament and two for
the new testament the first old testament manuscript con-
sists of the revelation to moses chapter one of moses in the
pearl of great price and the first seven chapters of genesis
written in full the second manuscript consists of a revision
of the first manuscript and is completely written out to gen-
esis 2442 the third manuscript consists of a revision of
manuscript no 2 completely written out through genesis 24
and a set of notes continuing through malachi

we should call special attention here to the fact that the
entire text was written in full only through genesis 24 for the
remainder of the old testament a shorter method consisting

thishis information is recorded on the flyleaf of the prophet s bible and ap-
pears to be in the handwriting of joseph smith

the writer is indebted to mr richard P howard historian of the
RLDS for the technical information about the original manuscript notes of the
revision much of the information can be found in question time the
saints herald may 1 1966 p 27 the writer has also had much personal
correspondence with mr howard on the subject
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primarily of reference citations and brief notes showing only
the points of revision was used the accompanying photocopy
of a page from the bernhisel manuscript an incomplete hand-
written copy made in nauvoo in 1845 and now in the church
historian s office in salt lake city illustrates this shorter
method seepsee p 88.

of the two new testament manuscripts the first is of
matthew 11 to 2671 written out completely the second
consists of a revision of the first manuscript and is completely
written out through john 5 it continues with notes through the
revelation of john

this knowledge of the nature of the manuscripts is indis-
pensablepensable for an understanding of the prophet s procedure in
making the revision as well as of some of the problems asso-
ciated with the publication of the printed editions of the in-
spired version it is significant to note that where there are
multiple manuscripts of the same chapters the later manuscript
is more extensive and contains additional revisions over the
earlier

the prophet revised many passages by writing in the mar-
gins on the manuscript sheets and also by writing on additional
scraps of paper and pinning them to the sheets this is a strong
indication that the work of revision was an ongoingon going process
that was never quite completed and that had the prophet
lived longer he might have revised many more passages it
is likely that he worked on this task in nauvoo since it was
left short of completion when he died A january 12 1843
notice in the times and seasons says that work was then being
done to arrange the book of mormon translation of the
bible hymn book and doctrine and cocovenantsenantsenacts for the
press DHC 4493 italics mine furthermore dr john
M bernhisel stated that after the prophet s death emma told
him that the manuscript was not prepared for the press as
joseph had designed to go through it again 6 the minutes of
a meeting of the school of the prophets in salt lake city on
june 20 1868 record dr bernhisel s report that the prophet
told him he wished to revise it 7 the unfinished condition of
the manuscript became a matter of considerable importance

L john nuttall diary vol I1 typescript at brigham young university
library provoprove utah p 335 entry for september 10 1879

journal history of the church april june 1868 church historian s
library salt lake city entry for june 20 1868 p 1
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with regard to publishing the inspired version and will be
dealt with in greater detail later

emma smith eventually gave the prophet s manuscript
notes and the marked bible to the RLDS church and they
have them to the present day in 1867 they published an
edition of the bible incorporating the prophet s revisions 8

having at least 3400 verses in which the text differs from the
king james version between 1867 and 1936 at least twenty
three subsequent printingspaintingsprintings of this edition were made from
the same stereotype plates in 1944 the RLDS published a
new corrected edition which contains a number of var-

iant readings from the 1867 first edition and there have
been eleven subsequent printingspaintingsprintings of this edition with some
slight variation

A major objective of the study mentioned at the begin-
ning of this article was to discover the exact points of dif-
ference between the 1867 edition and the new corrected
edition of 1944 and to determine if possible why there are
differences and also which of the variant readings most nearly
represents the original notes of the prophet since the proph-
et s manuscript and the marked bible were not available
for use in this project the writer used the bernhisel manu-
script to make the comparisons the bernhisel manuscript is
a first generation copy of the original and has never been
published or made available to the RLDS therefore it is

anan independent witness for the text of the prophet s original
notes

A word for word comparison of the two printed editions
of the inspired version shows that there are variant readings
in at least 352 verses which is about ten percent of the
total number of verses in which the printed inspired version
differs from the king james version most of these consist
of matters of detail however and should not be misinterpreted
to mean a ten percent change in the text

A comparison of the bernhisel manuscript with the two
printed editions of the inspired version revealed some variant
readings also but again most of the variants consisted of mat

for a detailed history of the publication of the 1867 edition of the in-
spired version see reed C durham A history of joseph smith s revision
of the bible unpublished phd dissertation brigham young university
provo utah 1965 durham s study delineates in considerable detail the
financial problems involved in bringing the first edition to the press and also
the proposed attempt to publish a teacher s edition
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ters of detail that appear to be normal scribal mistakes and
printer s errors there are however several instances involving
decisions by the RLDS publication committees for passages
where the prophet s notes are inadequate or vague it is these
items that have special interest and importance

an analysis of the data obtained by the comparison dem-
onstrated several things first insofar as the bernhisel manu-
script has corresponding material it generally supports the
printed editions of the inspired version second it shows
that the bernhisel manuscript supports the 1944 new corrected
edition in preference to the 1867 first edition of the inspired
version this was found to be the case in 49 verses while
only eight were found to the contrary following are two
examples showing the bernhisel manuscript in support of the
new corrected edition in preference to the 1867 edition the
corresponding passage from the king james version is given
for comparison the reference is psalms 1913

king james version inspired version 1867

keep back thy servant also keep back thy servant also
from presumptuous sins from presumptuous acts

inspired version 1944

keep back thy servant also
from presumptuous acts

bernhisel manuscript
acts

the 1867 edition simply follows the king james version
and fails to record the change specified in the bernhisel copy
of the manuscript this change is included in the 1944 edition
of the inspired version an additional example is found in
isaiah 1416

king james version inspired version 1867
they that see thee shall nar they that see thee shall nar-
rowly look upon thee and rowlybowly look upon thee and
consider thee saying consider thee and shall say

inspired version 1944

they that see thee shall nar-
rowly look upon thee and
shall consider thee and shall
say

bernhisel manuscript
shall and shall say
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it is quickly seen in this example that the 1944 edition
follows the manuscript more closely than does the 1867
edition

following are two of the eight passages in which the
bernhisel manuscript supports the 1867 edition in preference
to the new corrected edition the first is found in isaiah 29

king james version inspired version 1867

and the mean man bowethbobeth and the mean man bowethbobeth
down and the great man not down and the great man
humblethhumbleth himself therefore humblethhumbleth himself not there
forgive them not fore forgive him not

inspired version 1944
and the mean man bowethbobeth
not down and the great man
humblethhumbleth himself not there-
fore forgive them not

bernhisel manuscript
not him

the actual point of emphasis in this comparison is with
the word him near the end of the verse it is noted that the
1867 edition of the inspired version follows literally the
notation on the bernhisel manuscript and therefore prob-
ably also the original notes although to preserve the plural
sense of the passage them is preferable in the 1944 edition
the passage reverts to the reading of the king james version
and ignores the use of him in this case the 1944 new
corrected edition has the more grammatical reading even
though it is at the expense of the prophet s

another example is found in isaiah 53183318
king james version inspired version 1867

where is he that counted where is he that counted
the towers inm the towers

inspired version 1944
where is he that counted

the towers

bernhisel manuscript
in

the 1944 edition simply follows the king james version
whereas the 1867 edition contains the word in as specified
in the manuscript
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since the bernhisel manuscript is an independent witness
for the prophet s original notes and in view of the forty nine
instances in which it supports the new corrected edition to
the eight in which it was opposed one must conclude that
the new corrected edition of the inspired version more ac-
curatelycura tely represents the prophet s notes than does the 1867
edition discovery of this item alone made the study worth
the effort there were however other significant findings

not only does the study indicate the improved accuracy
of the new corrected edition but it also illustrates the un-
finished nature of the original manuscript notes in many in-
stances the notes do not contain an entire passage but only
the scriptural citation with a word or two indicating the point
of revision in most cases this technique is adequate and there
is no question about where to place the words but in other
cases it is not clear just where the words of the revision should
be placed in the verse attheseat these points the RLDS publication
committees were obliged to make some decisions of their own
as to whether the words of the revision were simply to be
added to the existing text or whether they were to replace
some of the words of the existing text where the words are
placed in the verse generally varies the meaning and a num-
ber of the variant readings between the new corrected edition
and the 1867 edition show that the thinking of the later com-
mittee sometimes differed from that of the earlier committee
two citations illustrate this the first is from john 2017

king james version inspired version 1867
jesus saith unto her touch me jesus saith unto her hold
not touch me not

inspired version 1944
jesus saith unto her hold me
not

bernhisel manuscript
hold

in the 1867 edition of the inspired version the word
hold is added to the text in a manner to convey the mean-

ing of stop whereas in the new corrected edition of 1944
hold is inserted in place of the word touch and has the

connoconnotationlation of embrace or possibly detain the bernhisel
manuscript cannot assist in placing the word but it does
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certify that hold should be placed somewhere this example
illustrates one type of decision that had to be made by the
publication committees in preparing a manuscript for the
printer and attests to the unfinished condition of the proph-
et s original notes there could be no question that the
prophet knew exactly what he meant but we cannot tell from
the manuscript alone what that is

A second example illustrating this problem is found in ro-
mans 332452424 and could be important as a matter of doctrine

king james version inspired version 1867
being justified freely by his therefore being justified free
grace through the redemption ly by his grace through the
that is in christ jesus redemption that is only in

christ jesus

inspired version 1944
therefore being justified only
by his grace through the re-
demptiondemption that is in christ
jesus

bernhisel manuscript
therefore only

the point of the matter in this example rests on the place-
ment of the word only whether it is to replace the word

freely or whether it is simply to be added to the words
already extant there is no question that therefore and
11 only are the words of the revision it is the placement of
those words that constitutes the problem it is evident that the
later RLDS committee saw a different meaning in the passage
than did the earlier committee

in problems of this category there is no evidence that the
publication committees had any intent to deceive or that they
willfully altered the words of the prophet but only that
they endeavored to present the actual sense of the revision as
intended by the prophet whatever that was such judgments
were necessary if there was to be a publication the decisions
of the committees may be correct or incorrect but in any event
they represent conclusions beyond that which can be substan-
tiated by the prophet s actual notes

in addition to the problem of the indefiniteness of some of
the original notes of the revision there is the perpetual prob
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lem of human weakness and fallibility there were opportu-
nities for human error in every stage of the printing process
from the time the prophet dictated the points of revision to his
scribe until they appeared on the printed page

when the RLDS decided to publish the inspired version
they considered it inappropriate to place the original notes in
the hands of the printer and therefore the committee com-
missioned the preparation of a special working manuscript
from the original after carefully checking the accuracy of this
working manuscript they delivered it to the printer this was
the only feasible way to do the work but it also increased
the possibility for human error anyone who has had exper-
ience in copying manuscript by hand in setting type and in
proofreading galleys will appreciate the multiple chances for
error that were inherent in the long journey from the prophet
to the published page no matter how careful and honest the
copyist the typesetter and the proofreader there may be a
mistake of the hand or the eye or a slip of the pen that will
permit errors to enter the copy causing it to vary from the ori-
ginal with a work as complicated complex and extensive as
the bible it is next to impossible to expect a printed edition
especially a first edition to be without some kind of error

As one might expect the 1867 first edition of the inspired
version and the subsequent reprints from the same plates had
a number of unintentional variants from the original notes
some of these are as follows

genesis 115 behold the the people are the same
genesis 1417 and mechisedekMechisedek king of salem
2 kings 110 if I1 be man of god

should read if I1 be a man of god
psalms 1093 they spoke against me also with works of
hatred

should read with wordswors of hatred
isaiah 102 and they shall look unto thee earth

should read and they shall look unto the earth
matthew 538 neither by heaven for it is god s home

should read for it is god s throne
matthew 1319 and endurethdurethen but for a a while

in addition to the normal typographical and scribal errors
in the 1867 edition there was apparently a feeling in time that
the publication committee had erred in its judgment in some
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of the indefinite passages of the original notes since there
was also a desire for larger and more readable print it was
concluded that a second edition of the inspired version would
at once be both more accurate and serviceable accordingly a
publication committee was appointed and a new corrected
edition came from the press in 1944 this new edition cor-
rected the typographical and scribal mistakes found in the
1867 edition and also changed some of the passages that were
ambiguous in the original notes these were primarily matters
of detail often nondoctrinal but in a technicaltechnical sense they
represent variant readings in the text of the printed editions
of the inspired version

although the new corrected edition of 1944 contained
none of the typographical errors found in the 1867 edition
human weakness and fallibility again manifested themselves
in the form of several new typographical errors this writer
has identified twenty six such instances which appear to be
typographical and scribal mistakes which the proofreadersproofreaders
failed to catch

when a second printing of the new corrected edition was
issued in 1947 many of the typographical errors were corrected
in subsequent printingspaintingsprintings the number of typographical errors
have become fewer the latest printing 1966 has the fewest
number yet

As a result of the study described in this report it is
concluded that the work of the prophet joseph smith in making
a revision of the bible was of major significance in the estab-
lishmentlishment of the church in this dispensation the prophet was
prepared by spiritual experience and was given a divine ap-
pointment to do the work the process was a learning exper-
iencelence for him and much afpf9f the content of the doctrine and
covenants and of the pearl of great price came as a result
of this work making these standard works inseparably asso-
ciated with the revision of the bible the work was substantial
the printed editions containing 3400 verses that differ from
the king james version most of the work seems to have
been done in the early 183018301850 s but it is evident that the proph-
et was doing some work with the manuscript as late as the
early 1840 s

the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day
saints holds the prophetprophetss bible and notes and from these
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they published an edition of the bible in 1867 and a new
corrected edition in 1944 the two editions differ in 552352
verses of these the new corrected edition appears to be the
more accurate representation of the prophet s work and to con-
tain fewer typographical errors this conclusion is based on a
comparison with the bernhisel manuscript which is a handwrit-
ten copy of much of the original and is held by the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints in salt lake city it is also
significant to note that the bernhisel manuscript generally
supports the text of the printed inspired version

because of the unfinished nature of the prophet s manu-
script notes which left some passages vague and ambiguous
judgments and adjustments had to be made by the publication
committees and since the final sense of these passages cannot
be verified by the manuscript they are open to discussion as to
the exact meaning



japanese
and english poetry
some similarities
and differences

EDWARD L HART

in a very true sense poetry does not and cannot communi-
cate experience rather it is the mechanical means whereby
the reader creates the poetic experience in his own mind asheas he
reads A poem then is like a catalyst causing fragments of
forms sense experience and ideas to fuse in the patterns of
the poet s words in much the way that crystal forms are pro-
duced in various chemical fluxes under certain conditions of
heat and pressure it is quite obvious that if the reader has had
no past experiences there can be for him no poem

the way in which the poet as alchemist transmutes the
lead of common experience into refined gold of poetic exper-
ience is called technique and says mark schorer if we are
not talking about the achieved content produced by means of
technique we are not talking about art at all 1 most readers
will be familiar with the techniques of english poetry my pur-
pose here is to see if any of these known techniques can be
found in japanese poetry and perhaps more important to see
if the japanese have additional ways of producing emotional
response not known in english poetry

the first thing that must strike anyone who begins a com-
parison of any such widely divergent literatures as those in

dr hart professor of english at brigham young university was a rhodes
scholar at oxford where he was awarded the phd in english his interest
in japanese literature stems from his having served as a translator and inter-
preter of the japanese language for the U S navy in world war 11II he has
published in numerous scholarly journals

markark schorer technique as discovery hudson review 1948 re-
printed in the modern critical spectrum eds gerald and nancy M goldberg

englewood cliffs N J prentice hall 1962 p 70

17
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english and in japanese is not that they are so completely
different but that they are so similar these similarities are
not at first apparent but they are basic and seem to multiply
as one goes deeper

one might begin by observing that there seems to have
been a force operating upon both english and japanese speak
ing peoples pushing them toward some kind of expression that
we can call poetic why this should be so is beyond the scope
of this essay but within its scope is this question why did
line length become so important a unit of form in the great
poetry of the past of both traditions this it seems to me is
more significant as a similarity than is the difference the fact
for example that japanese lines are measured by syllables and
english lines by feet even here the difference is more apparent
than real for with great frequency the iambic pentameter line
the most common line of english poetry contains the standard
ten syllables sometimes even the monosyllabic feet that pope
complained about

and ten low words oft creep inin one dull line 2

just as the iambic pentameter line may be varied by a femi-
nine ending for example so irregularities in the lines of the
tanka often occur by the addition of extra syllables and less
frequently by an omission neither is it very significant that
rime does not play much of a part in japanese poetry prob-
ably owing to the superabundance of riming syllables avail-
able rime was not a part either in the oldest english poetry
and the blank verse of shakespeare milton wordsworth and
frost just to mention four poets from various periods testifies
that rime is not an essential element of english poetry

the tanka is probably more like the sonnet than any other
english form and here is another interesting comparison the
two parts of the sonnet the octet and the sestet are often
counterbalanced over the fulcrum of a crisis this kind of
structure is likewise apparent in the tanka or waka institution-
alized in the japanese poem in the double meaning of the pivot
word the first seventeen syllables often make a statement
and the remaining fourteen a counterstatement and of
course this development took place without the direct influ-
ence of aristotle s concept of beginning middle and end to

an2anaan essay on criticism 1I 347
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guide it the syllables of the modern tanka are divided into
three lines of five seven and five syllables for the first part
and into two lines of seven syllables each for the second part
in the courtly period the first part was often written as a letter
by a lover and the last part would be added by his mistress
also a kind of chain verse game or poetry contest called the
renga developed from the tanka one person would begin the
verse and others continued it eventually the first part of the
tanka by itself three lines of five seven and five syllables
came to be recognized as a separate form known to us now as
haiku

beyond these similarities of mechanically numbered lines is

something more of course to use robert frost s tennis anal-
ogy the mechanical form of a poem is simply the court upon
which the game of poetry is played all kinds of dodging
maneuvering and alternation of fast and slow drives are pos-
sible within the set limits of play variety in both the haiku
and the sonnet may be obtained by similar means one pattern
may be superimposed upon another the pattern of meaning
may not end with a line but run beyond it in english we
should call this enjambment the same kind of effect is pro-
duced in a japanese poem when one idea ends and a new one
begins in the middle of a line the line in which the turning
point of meaning 0occurs may be varied from poem to poem or
at least the position within the line may vary as pope carefully
varied the position of the caesura from line to line other pat-
terns may similarly be posed one upon the other in the poetry
of both languages for example colloquial upon formal or
figurative upon literal

to pursue the matter of similarities a bit further before
going into differences I1 shall look briefly at sound which is
of course an essential element in both poetic traditions when
first studying japanese I1 was struck by the notion that there
might be some sounds so fundamentally related to ideas that
we should find an almost universal manifestation of the rela-
tionshiptionship I1 shall illustrate this notion by just one suggested
example the extremely frequent presence of the n sound in
words connoting or denoting negation the n sound is in nega-
tives of many of the european languages all the way from
no not and never in english to neinnewnem heinkemkeingemheln and nicht in ger-
man and what but the n sound in nyler has made that russian
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word so ominous and convincing by way of comparison a
few japanese negative verb endings are nai nashi lakattanakattanakatta
and masen perhaps there is more than coincidence here

onomatopoeia plays an important part in japanese poetry
as it does in english writers of poetry in english have felt
free to use onomatopoeic words when they felt like it eg
poe s tintinabulationtintinnabulation and herrick s liquefaction the jap-
anese language abounds in words that exist solely or almost
solely for sound there is for instance a children s song about
the rain

ame ame fure fure kasan no
janomebanome no oniukaiomukaikomukai ureshii na
picha picha chapu chapu ran ran ran

this is simply about a mother coming with an umbrella in
the rain to meet a child rain rain fall fall mother s um-
brella with the bull seyes eye design aren t we happy the re-
mainder of the poem the last line is made of words that are
there mostly for their sound plchapicha picha has a dictionary
meaning a lapping or splashing sound but in this song it
might correspond to our plunk plunk or plop plop and chapu
chapu has the sound and rhythm of children s wooden geta
clomp clomping through the rainy street notice that chapu
is a better sound than clomp however which has a dry sound
chapu is the sound of the geta swishing through the water
and then making a hard but somewhat muffled sound on the
stones beneath ran ran ran suggests the skipping movements
and the playfulness of the child

the occurrence of onomatopoeia in japanese poetry how-
ever is not limited to children s songs here for instance is

a haiku of busonauson 171617831716 1783 one of the four great haiku
poets and incidentally this poem is irregular in that it has
sixteen rather than seventeen syllables

here and there ochikochiOchi kochi & S &t S

there and here ochikochiOchi kochi to utsu & S b t4 T 00
beating the fulling kinuta kana
blocks 3

thehe transcription and translation of this haiku and of those which follow
are from R H blyth haiku 4 vols tokyo hokuseido press 194719521947 1952
1I 235 1I 375 11II 333 1I 378 A few of my exceptions to blyth s readings will
be referred to as they appear hereafter
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in the onomatopoeic words ochikochiochcikochikoch i ochikochi is reproduced
the slapping sound of the cloth beating the fulling blocks
and naturally the sound of the rest of the words contributes
to the overall effect also

onomatopoeia has many more subtle possibilities than those
outlined so far sound can suggest states of mind and abstract
emotional responses for instance in the lines ending carl
sandburg s limited 1I ask a man in the smoker where he
is going and he answers omaha the repeated 0 sounds
suggest a stretching out of time and distance fading away in
the last word omaha similar subtleties can be conveyed in
japanese poetry for example here is a haiku by taigimaigi

not a single stone inu wo utsu k T 0oD
to throw at the ishi no sate nashi4nashie 14 0 3 C as7s L

dog

the wintry moon fuyu no tsuki 0 J

the combination of u sounds and the oppressively prickling
consonants t and k contribute to the sense of emptiness im-
mobility and futility in the scene even the absence of a pred-
ication contributes to the imagery the zen state of personal
annihilation it is a not even a stone to throw at the dog
winter moon the whole thing building up toward the winter
moon as symbol of cold and empty space this piling up of
attributive adjectival phrases before the noun reminds one of
hopkins eg from the windhover the rolling level un-
derneathderneath him steady air all modifying air

although the similarities are impressive regarding the ways
in which poetic meaning can be conveyed in japanese and in
english there are of course differences and it isis these dif-
ferencesferences that I1 wish to examine now conventional english
poetry employs meter the regular alternation of stressed and
unstressed syllables and japanese poetry does not this it
seems to me is the most fundamental difference quite ob-
viously some rhythmical effects possible in english poetry are
not possible in japanese for instance the sprung rhythm
of hopkins the contrapuntal effect produced by displacing an
accented syllable with an unaccented one and the reverse can

for sate read hate
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not be achieved in a language that has no metrical pattern to
begin with conversely it would appear axiomatic to say that
there are effects possible in a nonmetrical poetry that are not
possible in one that employs meter the lack of meter for
example might contribute as in the poem about the winter
moon to the sense of uninterrupted nothingness there is as
a matter of historical fact a strong relationship between zen
and the development of the haiku the recurring accents in
the english language are inin their regular recurrence like foot-
steps toward something any marking of space at any rate
makes it a void no longer perhaps this is part of the reason
why there is no significant existentialist poetry in english
english rhythm precludes it by the very way in which its ac-
centual beat marches forward I1 shall not push this idea too
far but perhaps this is related also to that quality of character
called in english a bulldog determination

1I wish in conclusion to illustrate an impressive way jap-
anese has of conveying meaning a way not open to english
or open in only a very crude way the method I1 am referring
to is the conveying of meaning through linear representation
through an imitation of the forms of nature in pictures eng-
lish can certainly go only a limited distance in this direction
it is true that herbert has a poem about an altar in the shape
of an altar and dylan thomas has a prayerful poem in the
shape of the beads of a rosary but much beyond this or may-
be even this is tomfoolery of the kind dryden satirizedsatirizessatirized in

mac flecknoe

leave writing plays and chuse for thy command
some peaceful province inin acrostick land
there thou maist wings display and altars raise
and torture one poor word ten thousand ways 11 205208205 208

the things the japanese poet can do with pictorial sug-
gestionsgestions by contrast are subtle and varied because of the
nature of the language it is true that only a limited number
of chinese characters have an actual pictorial significance but
the poet can make an extremely good use of the resources he
possesses

to understand the kind of poetic suggestiveness I1 am dis-
cussing now one needs of course to see the poem as well as

hear it my first example comes from busonauson
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A great fall of 0 yuki to sh
snow

just as they are nari kerlkerikerdkedd seki no TS V 6 5 jlho
shuttingshutting55

the gates of the tozashidoki U
barrier

the third chinese character in this haiku is seki jlU the
essential radical PJ of this character is the envelope which
by itself means a gate expressed pictorially this way it is an
open gate an aperture through which one might pass but
functioning in the poem it is a closed gate a barrier the rad-
ical filling the passageway conveys to the eye of the reader a
sense of shutness and the pictorial representation along with
the slow rhythm and heaviness of the sound conveys a sense
of the weight of the barrier and of the snow

here is another example a haikuhaiku by kubutsukubotsuKubutsu

A child gazing at kuchi alte nP jac&j5 V C

the falling flowers

with open mouth rakkabakka nagamurunagamuraNagamuru X IE SR trT SZ

Is a buddha ko wa hotoke T it fof

the first character of the poem is the word for mouth what
could one do in english to create an image of an open mouth
so effectively just by the appearance of letters on a page true
a closed mouth would be represented by the same symbol in
japanese but that would be a denotive meaning only and
would not thereby preclude the connotive meanings applicable
when the mouth is open as here

perhaps one more example this a bit more subtle will
suffice this one from kyoraikyosai

the water of the lake mizuumi no imH CD0
has increased mizu masari keri ax7k7x I1 ZS UD 9 DP

in the rains of may 663 satsuki ame H A MT

this should have been rendered in the past were shutting
blyth inadvertently translated fifth month as june
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the japanese reader recognizes the water radical of the first
character j as soon as he comes to it and knows it to be
derived from the character for water K in addition the
sound of the first part of lake mhuummizuumichuummizuumii is the word for water
repeated later meaning only water and the last character of
the poem rain ame hjHj contains a picture of four drops
of water in the process of falling from the sky these three
identifications give the japanese reader a sense of the merging
of rain water into lake water conveying a sense of total unity
of all water in a world dominated by water during the rainy
season

this brief introduction may be of some assistance to the
lover of english poetry who has admired japanese poetry from
a distance but as always when we stand closer we see more
detail there is no full and complete way to the appreciation
of poetry of any language short of learning that language
still as 1I have pointed out the similarities of effects produced
in the two languages are great and whatever one gains from
the literature of another language the pursuit is worthwhile
both english and japanese in their poetry are true to the force
that causes us to humanize the inhuman world by forcing it
through the mind of an artist so that it emerges wearing for-
ever the impress of the mind it has passed through and warm-
ing forever the heart of the reader who recognizes and is at
home in the great human heart the poetry of each language
uses techniques which vary according to the genius of each
language but both are working toward the same central pur-
pose that has always been the goal of poets the relating of
fragments of things and thoughts into a human whole a whole
that carries the hallmark made on earth by man



reflections
on the nature of
mormon art

MERRILL BRADSHAW

the mormon creative artist stands in a unique favorable
position with respect to his art his historical opportunity
aesthetic principles and styles of expression the challenges
of this position offer exciting potential for the creation of
enduring works of art worthy of the church and of the
attention of the rest of the artistic world

these statements are presented here at the outset as sum-
maries of past thought as optimistic conclusions rather than
as hypotheses I1 shall therefore use this presentation to elab-
orate upon them rather than prove them indeed it seems
rather pointless to try to prove an artistic credo people who
read credos are generally more interested in inspiration than
information and it seems more significant in a credo to suggest
possibilities than to prove philosophical hypotheses

nevertheless there are times when it would be helpful if
we could prove our artistic ideas with irrefutable logic espe-
cially when we are confronted by the people I1 call the
carpers and the moanersMoaners the carpers and moaners are

the people we have all seen who stand around in the halls
and complain about the unbearable situation in which the artist
finds himself they come in varying ages sizes and descrip-
tions and seemingly from almost every cultural level in the
church most frequently the complaints seem to be an excuse
for the failure to create

carping and lamenting seem to be an inevitable concomi-
tant to informal discussion of art in the church the young

dr bradshaw associate professor of music and composer in residence at brig-
ham young university was given the karl G maeser creative arts award in
1967 many of his compositions including three symphonies have been per-
formed the latest being the choral music for the dramatic presentation of
the oedipus cycle last spring
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are often inclined to find faults as a means of reforming the
worldleftworld left them by their elders the old tired of the effort it
takes to create camouflage their laziness by complaining too
many of our would be artists have tended to be content with
bemoaning the inconveniences of their position belittling the
cultural level of their fellow saints and generally picking at
the church for not giving them more direct encouragement

complaining is easy it requires little effort and not much
insight one may for example find some superficial justifi-
cation to blame the leaders of the church for allowing re-
straintsstraints on creativity to exist I1 must say that I1 have found my
own personal limitations to be much more of a problem then
any restraints imposed by anyone else furthermore most of
the problems usually ascribed to the mormon culture are really
problems of american culture as a whole rather than our speci-
fically mormon milieu to be fair to the church authorities
moreover we must also realize that they are of necessity pre-
occupied with the many details of church administration with
the proselyting values of art and pseudo art we have no more
grounds to blame them for these imagined restraints than we
have for excusing the artist in his failure to overcome them
if I1 may put this more bluntly the artist who uses his time
and energy to carp and moan appears in the very act of com-
plainingplaining to be wasting time that he should spend creating
the masterpieces he regrets not having time to undertake no
one argues with masterpieces no one has condemned artistic
achievement anartarraft itself is the basic remedy for the ills these
moaners decry until one proves through the creation of bold
masterful works of superior quality that he deserves better fate
than he now I1 must even say enjoys his situation will re-
main lamentable that is he will lament it the seeds of carp-
ing and moaning are planted shallow in every situation they
are irrigated by discontent and fertilized by idleness they pro-
duce fruit which brings bitterness to the tongue and scowls to
the countenance fruit whose juices drug the soul by deadening
the pains of frustration which come from lack of effort but
this fruit never heals the real wounds never nourishes the art-
ist s creative impulses and is never a significant ingredient of
any great work of art

the conditions for creativity moreover are not brought
about by the negative attitudes of the carper moaner mental
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ity one does not encourage creative activity by telling the
creator that he has no time to create that no one will accept
what he creates that his testimony or his membership in the
church isis a hindrance to his artistic development rather the
creative artist is encouraged by discovering the potential that
exists for his contributions to his culture our mormon critics
commentators and apologists would improve the situation much
more if they would try to suggest this potential rather than be-
moan the sad lot of the mormon artist on the other hand the
mormon artist will be much more effective if he spends his
time in the studio creating his art rather than adding his lam-
entations to the wailing already going on

I1 recognize of course that by taking this time for my own
complaint I1 have fallen into the same snare that I1 would have
others avoid but if by describing the activities of the carpers
and moanersMoaners I1 can encourage one of them to return to the
studio and get to work this inconsistency will have been worth
the embarrassment

proceeding now to the more difficult problem of defining
some of the positive aspects of the mormon position I1
would first like to propose some bases for artistic activity espe-
cially for art directly related to the church by its religious na-
ture I1 have found no scriptures or doctrines which establish any
basis beyond the generally accepted posture of the church stated
in the thirteenth article of faith if there is anything vir-
tuous lovely or of good report or praiseworthy we seek after
these things beyond this we must derive aesthetic principles
by extrapolation to begin then let us consider dacd&c 2512-
13 for my soul delightethdeligh teth inin the song of the heart yea the
song of the righteous is a prayer unto me and it shall be an-
swered with a blessing upon their heads wherefore lift up
thy heart and rejoice italics mine while this passage
occurs in connection with the direction to emma smith to make
a collection of hymns there is no indication that the lords
approbation is limited to hymn singing if the righteous may
sing and please god why should they not receive equal bles-
sing for expressing their sincere feelings through the dance or
by painting or by acting writing playing an instrument or
designing a pleasing structure of worship if this extension is

not allowed the man who can sing is to be envied while those
of us whose god given abilities and inclinations lie in other di
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rectionserectionsrections equally sincere equally righteous can hope for the
promised blessings only through a medium in which we are
not at home I1 take the admonition lift up thy heart and re-
joice to be an instruction to participate in the outpouring of
the human spirit to god if following the instruction brings
god s blessing there is already a solid foundation for singing
and for all other types of artistic activity

FUNCTION OF THE ARTS

the function of the arts in the restored church is suggested
by section 82 verse 14 for zion must increase in beauty and
in holiness yea verily I1 say unto you zion must arise and
put on her beautiful garments significant here is the asso-
ciation between beauty and holiness the idea that the arts
as the embodiment of beauty can have a profound spiritual
value is one most of us have instinctively recognized the paral-
lel between artistic expression and bearing one s testimony is
attractive to many artists of the church in the statements of
artists and composers of our day as well as of the past we can
find the same deep respect for artistic expression that is here
suggested within the realm of mormon thought that is that
art flows from deep within the wellspring of human exis-
tence the suggestion that the arts might function parallel to
the increasing of holiness in zion seems to place the artist
in a more acceptable relation to the activity of the church than
does the present commonly held idea that art serves only a
propaganda function for holiness is something that is achieved
not through propagandizingpropagand izing but through inspired effort towards
perfection which effort is both encouraged and epitomized in
the masterpieces of great art if the song of the heart en-
couragescourages holiness and leads towards increasing the beauty of
zion it is no wonder that the lord says it delightethdelighteth my
soul

this inward nature of both prayer and the arts suggests
that they are both basically human in theirorigintheir origin and I1 suspect
neither god nor the church would want to make sincerity im-
possible by prescribing what one should pray or sing or paint
except in the most ceremonial situations thus we are left to
decide for ourselves artistic principles that seem logical within
our culture and consistent with what we individually wish to
express I1 would like to point out however that just as the
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need for prayer may be motivated by the strivings of the hu-
man spirit and the precise utterance of prayer inspired by the
holy ghost so may art be inspired and the mormon artist
may properly seek the inspiration of the spirit in his creative
activities

we move now into areas where the scriptures and policies
of the church are silent but doctrines and postures offer par-
allels

one of the strong features of mormon theology is the idea
of the dispensation that is the idea that history has been
punctuated with repeated heavenly affirmations of basic prin-
ciples of action and belief this concept brings the mormon
artist into direct theological contact with several periods of
world history not only in the developmental evolutionary sense
that the age to age chain of their thought has provided some
of the roots of our system but also in a nonevolutionary sense
that affirms certain principles as unchanging and allows cer-
tain ideas to leapfrog over the various stages of cultural his
toricaldorical development

this view of history seems to me to have tremendous im-
plications for the artist in the first place the acceptance by the
artist of whatever influences might come from these various per-
iods is made legitimate in a very special sense the patriarchs
and the prophets are our brethren they are directly inspired of
god the details of their way of life and thus the cultural
systems in which they lived become significant to us in the
second place the extension of this way of thinthinkingkingtoto historical
periods not directly involved with the dispensations and to
influences from other cultures opens up wide vistas of style
and technique I1 assume that the narrowly orthodox might
cringe at accepting influences from the arts of the pagans and
from apostate cultures the reluctance of some people in the
church to allow the singing of anything with latin text or
to perform masterpieces from the vast repertoire of catholic
art is well known nevertheless I1 maintain that generally the
acceptance of such influences is desirable as well as legitimate

it would be possible to draw some parallels in style from
the various dispensations the adamic and diluvian eras might
be thought of as representing the primitive moses and elijah s

dispensations corresponding to the pastoral the christian par-
allelingalleling the classic and the mormon embodying the roman
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tic it is obvious that these parallels are strained for the clas-
sicism of the greeks was not typically christian nor would
most mormonscormons artists be content to be confined to romanti-
cism even though the restoration of the gospel dates from the
age of romanticism I1 believe however that the point is quite
defensible that art has taken different forms in the different
dispensations and that in this the dispensation of the fullness
of times when all things are to be gatherdeatherd together in one
influences from all of these past forms of art are legitimate
and important

this suggests another direction involving the tendency of
mormon thought to reconcile opposites so that they might
exist in the same system the opposition in all things men-
tioned by lehi suggests that a dynamic balance of opposing
elements makes free agency possible the mormon tends to
accept empirical evidence inductive and deductive processes
intuition and revelation as acceptable means of gaining knowl-
edge even though some of these concepts are traditionally con-
sidered to be incompatible in the artistic realm the mere ac-
ceptanceceptance of influences from the variousvarious epochs and styles sug-
gested above thus becomes insufficient the mormon artist has
the responsibility of bringing these styles into a system where
their divergent conflicting characteristics are balanced against
each other in a single dynamic unified manner of expression
it seems to me that many mormon artists have already begun
working in this direction

another aspect of mormon thought is the importance of
authority in ecclesiastical matters this authority is resident in
the inspired utterances and directions of the prophet and the
delegated responsibilities of his subordinates in the hierarchy
of the priesthood in artistic matters there has been a reluctance
to look to the ecclesiastical authority for three reasons 1 1 the
leaders of the church are as mentioned above primarily inter-
ested in other matters proselyting keeping the flock etc

2 in their official capacities they are interested in the arts
mainly as a tool and of course 3 since art is a personal ex-
pression they are not called upon as officials to meddle inin the
arts any more than they would be expected to put their words in
our mouths for our personal prayers As a result the mormon
artist has relied in artistic matters upon the authority of the great
masters as their concepts have been handed down through
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teachers and through their works themselves while some may
feel conscience about consorting with the masterpieces of apos-
tate christendom or greater heresy of paganism there is
a universal quality about the great masterpieces which tran-
scendingsc denominational boundaries is properly sought by the
LIDSLDSliisllis artist as a vitalizing force in his art and as an example of
what is possible for him to achieve this quality may be traced
in part to the fact that man seeking god or trying to express
his deepest convictions through art seems to become less a
christian a jew a hindu and to become more attuned to the
universal qualities of our species the operation of the spirit
in giving inspired artistic utterance does not seem to be con-
fined to any denomination or race the great masterworksmasterworks of
any culture thus have a quality that cannot be denied as a
legitimate influence for any artist mormon or non mormon

MODERNISM A CURRENT FORCE

conan mathews has pointed out that the most vital force
in the world of the arts at the present time is modernism
artists who have refused to reckon with this force have fre-
quently found themselves second guessing the masters of the
past and reworking threadbare formulas on the other hand
those who have tried to deal with this force imaginatively
find opportunity to contribute not only to the world s store of
masterpieces but also to the enthusiastic ideals of succeeding
generations since for the latter day saint of solid convictions
mormonism exerts the same vital force both in the lives of its
adherents and prophetically at least in the future course of
history the stone cut out of the mountain without hands

we cannot allow it to become synonymous with artistic
reaction by exploiting this parallel between mormonism inin reli-
gion and modernism in art the artist has as excellent oppor-
tunity to enrich both his church and the world it seems
to me that this cross fertilization is almost inevitable be-
cause of the in the world not of the world nature of mor-
monism I1 might caution however that the slavish following of
the trends set by the avant garde the attempt to out avant
them and the retreat into the moribund tendencies of artistic
thinking already deserted by the rest of the world are all not
appropriate for all of these directions would neglect exploit-
ing the unique advantages of mormonism s view of history
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and its synthesizing nature of thought moreover I1 do not be-
lieve that the mormon artist should attempt a simple eclectic
combination of styles into an unintegrated stylistic hash the
problem the challenge to the mormon artist is the creation
of a true synthesis of these many facets of his experience into
a unified integrated expression of his culture his thought and
his deepest most precious possession his testimony

these challenges cannot be met in a year the problems
cannot be solved by any one man working in isolation al-
though one man working in isolation might conceivably make
solid contributions toward this goal rather the combined
efforts of all artists painters composers actors writers apol-
ogists and historians of the educators and the performers as
well as those who participate as actively interested observers
will be required in a unity a synthesis no less challenging
than the artistic synthesis suggested above before the possibil-
ities latent in our situation are fully exploited and even then
because of the tendency of mormon thought to bring opposi-
tion into balance in its system new avenues should open up
the potential of the situation tempts one in his enthusiasm
to issue manifestosmani festos shout rallying cries and form a party
attractive as this may be to some the artist must spend his
energy creating the works which in the final analysis are the
real reasons for the existence of both the artists and the systems
of thought built up around them after all the scriptural in-
junction following the divine establishment of an identity be-
tween song and prayer was not to talk about singing or praying
but to lift up the heart and rejoice ie to express our
feelings to god now back to the studio



modern theology
and biblical criticism

C S LEWIS

this paper arose out of a conversation I1 had with the prin-
cipal one night last term A book of alecalee vidler s happened
to be lying on the table and I1 expressed my reaction to the
sort of theology it contained my reaction was a hasty and
ignorant one produced with the freedom that comes after
dinner 2 one thing led to another and before we were done I1
was saying a good deal more than I1 had meant about the type
of thought which so far as I1 could gather is now dominant in
many theological colleges he then said J1 I wish you would
come and say all this to my young men he knew of course
that I1 was extremely ignorant of the whole thing but I1 think
his idea was that you ought to know how a certain sort of
theology strikes the outsider though I1 may have nothing but

from C S lewis christian reflections ed walter hooper grand rapids
mich william B eerdmanseerdmam publisher 1967 used by permission of the
publisher we have retained the british spelling and punctuation of the
original
probably best known throughout the world as the author of the screw tape
letters or the equally famous allegory of love C S lewis is accepted as
an authority in both religious and literary circles having served first oxford
and then cambridge universities as professor of literature and having pub-
lished over forty books on religious and literary subjects professor lewis is
eminently prepared to write an essay like this one commenting on some of
the basic assumptions and judgments of manuscript historicity the editorial
board of BYU studies is delighted to be able to print this essay with the
gracious permission of the publisher it isis one of fourteen essays contained
in christian reflections a book well worth reading

thehe principal of westcott house cambridge now the bishop of edin-
burgh the rt rev kenneth carey

2whileawhile the bishop was out of the room lewis read the sign at cana
in alecalee vidler s windsor sermons SCM press 1958 the bishop recalls
that when he asked him what he thought about it lewis expressed himself very
freely about the sermon and said that he thought that it was quite incredible
that we should have had to wait nearly 2000 years to be told by a theologian
called vidler that what the church has always regarded as a miracle was in
fact a parable
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misunderstandings to lay before you you ought to know that
such misunderstandings exist that sort of thing is easy to
overlook inside one s own circle the minds you daily meet
have been conditioned by the same studies and prevalent opin-
ions as your own that may mislead you for of course as
priests it is the outsiders you will have to cope with you exist
in the long run for no other purpose the proper study of
shepherds is sheep not save accidentally other shepherds
and woe to you if you do not evangelize I1 am not trying to
teach my grandmother I1 am a sheep telling shepherds what
only a sheep can tell them and now I1 start my bleating

there are two sorts of outsiders the uneducated and those
who are educated in some way but not in your way how you
are to deal with the first class if you hold views like loisy s or
schweitzer s or bultmann s or tillich s or even alecalee vidler s I1
simply don t know I1 see and I1 m told that you see that it
would hardly do to tell them what you really believe A theol-
ogy which denies the historicity of nearly everything in the
gospels to which christian life and affections and thought
have been fastened for nearly two millennia which either
denies the miraculous altogether or more strangely after swal-
lowing the camel of the resurrection strains at such gnats as
the feeding of the multitudes if offered to the uneducated
man can produce only one or other of two effects it will make
him a roman catholic or an atheist what you offer him he
will not recognize as christianity if he holds to what he calls
christianity he will leave a church in which it is no longer
taught and look for one where it is if he agrees with your
version he will no longer call himself a christian and no longer
come to church in his crude coarse way he would respect you
much more if you did the same an experienced clergyman told
me that most liberal priests faced with this problem have
recalled from its grave the late medieval conception of two
truths a picture truth which can be preached to the people
and an esoteric truth for use among the clergy I1 shouldnshouldna t
think you will enjoy this conception much when you have to
put it into practice I1 m sure if I1 had to produce picture truths
to a parishioner in great anguish or under fierce temptation
and produce them with that seriousness and fervourforvour which his
condition demanded while knowing all the time that I1 didndian t
exactly only in some pickwickian sense believe them my
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self id find my forehead getting red and damp and my collar
getting tight but that is your headache not mine you have
after all a different sort of collar I1 claim to belong to the
second group of outsiders educated but not theologically
educated how one member of that group feels I1 must now try
to tell you

the undermining of the old orthodoxy has been mainly the
work of divines engaged in new testament criticism the
authority of experts in that discipline is the authority in defer-
ence to whom we are asked to give up a huge mass of beliefs
shared in common by the early church the fathers the middle
ages the reformers and even the nineteenth century I1 want
to explain what it is that makes me sceptical about this au-
thoritythority ignorantly sceptical as you will all too easily see but
the scepticism is the father of the ignorance it is hard to per-
severe in a close study when you can work up no prima facie
confidence in your teachers

QUESTIONS LITERARY JUDGMENT

first then whatever these men may be as biblical critics I1
distrust them as critics they seem to me to lack literary judge
ment to be imperceptive about the very quality of the text
they are reading it sounds a strange charge to bring against
men who have been steeped in those books all their lives but
that might be just the trouble A man who has spent his youth
and manhood in the minute study of new testament texts
and of other people s studies of them whose literary exper-
iences of those texts lacks any standard of comparison such as

can only grow from a wide and deep and genial experience of
literature in general is I1 should think very likely to miss the
obvious things about them if he tells me that something in a
gospel is legend or romance I1 want to know how many le-
gends and romances he has read how well his palate is trained
in detecting them bytheby the flavour not how many years he has
spent on that gospel but I1 had better turn to examples

in what is already a very old commentary I1 read that the
fourth gospel is regarded by one school as a spiritual ro-
mance a poem not a history to be judged by the same canons
as nathan s parable the book of jonah paradise lost or more
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exactly pilgrims progress 3 after a man has said that why
need one attend to anything else he says about any book in the
world note that he regards pilgrims progress a story which
professes to be a dream and flaunts its allegorical nature by
every single proper name it uses as the closest parallel note
that the whole epic panoply of milton goes for nothing but
even if we leave out the grosser absurdities and keep to jonah
the insensitiveness is crass jonahjanah a tale with as few even pre-
tended historical attachments as job grotesque in incident and
surely not without a distinct though of course edifying vein
of typically jewish humourhumous then turn to john read the dia-
logues that with the samaritan woman at the well or that
which follows the healing of the man born blind look at its
pictures jesus if I1 may use the word doodling with his
finger in the dust the unforgettable qvvjvav ae8s8e wvvevv6 xiii 30 1I have
been reading poems romances vision literature legends myths
all my life I1 know what they are like I1 know that not one of
them is like this of this text there are only two possible views
either this is reportage though it may no doubt contain
errors pretty close up to the facts nearly as close as boswell
or else some unknown writer in the second century without
known predecessors or successors suddenly anticipated the
whole technique of modern novelistic realistic narrative if
it is untrue it must be narrative of that kind the reader who
doesndoean t see this has simply not learned to read I1 would re-
commend him to read auerbach 4

here from bultmann s theology of the new testament
p 30 is another observe in what unassimilated fashion

the prediction of the parousia mk viii 38 follows upon the
prediction of the passion viii 31 5 what can he mean
unassimilated bultmann believes that predictions of the par-
ousia are older than those of the passion he therefore wants
to believe and no doubt does believe that when they occur

lewis is quoting from an article the gospel according to st john by

walter lock in A new commentary on holy scripture including the apocrypha
ed by charles gore henry leighton goudge alfred guillaume SPCK
1928 p 241 lock in turn is quoting from james drummondsdrummonds an inquiry
into the character and authorship of the fourth gospel williams and nor-
gate 1903

lewis means I1 think erich auerbach s mimesis the representation of
reality in western literature translated by williard R trask princeton
1953

rudolph bultmann theology of the new testament translated by kend-
rick grobel vol I1 SCM press 1952 p 30
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in the same passage some discrepancy or unassimilation must
be perceptible between them but surely he foists this on the
text with shocking lack of perception peter has confessed
jesus to be the anointed one that flash of glory is hardly
over before the dark prophecy begins that the son of man
must suffer and die then this contrast is repeated peter
raised for a moment by his confession makes his false step
the crushing rebuff get thee behind me follows then across
that momentary ruin which peter as so often becomes the
voice of the master turning to the crowd generalizes the
moral all his followers must take up the cross this avoidance
of suffering this self preservation is not what life is really
about then more definitely still the summons to martyrdom
you must stand to your tackling if you disown christ here and
now he will disown you later logically emotionally imagina-
tively the sequence is perfect only a bultmann could think
otherwise

finally from the same bultmann the personality of
jesus has no importance for the kerygma either of paul or of
john indeed the tradition of the earliest church did not
even unconsciously preserve a picture of his personality every
attempt to reconstruct one remains a play of subjective ima-
ginationgination 6

so there isis no personality of our lord presented in the
new testament through what strange process has this learned
german gone in order to make himself blind to what all men
except him see what evidence have we that he would recog-
nize a personality if it were there for it is bultmann contra
fundummundum if anything whatever is common to all believers
and even to many unbelievers it is the sense that in the gospels
they have met a personality there are characters whom we
know to be historical but of whom we do not feel that we have
any personal knowledge knowledge by acquaintance such are
alexander attila or william of orange there are others
who make no claim to historical reality but whom none the
less we know as we know real people falstaff uncle toby
mr pickwick but there are only three characters who claiming
the first sort of reality also actually have the second and
surely everyone knows who they are plato s socrates the jesus
of the gospels and boswell s johnson our acquaintance with

ibid p 35
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them shows itself in a dozen ways when we look into the
apocryphal gospels we find ourselves constantly saying of this
or that logion no it s a fine saying but not his that wasngasn t
how he talked just as we do with all pseudo johnsoniana
we are not in the least perturbed by the contrasts within each
character the union in socrates of silly and scabrous titters
about greek pederasty with the highest mystical fervourforvour and
the homeliesthomeliest good sense in johnson of profound gravity and
melancholy with that love of fun and nonsense which boswell
never understood though fanny burney did in jesus of peasant
shrewdness intolerable severity and irresistible tenderness so
strong is the flavour of the personality that even while he
says things which on any other assumption than that of divine
incarnation in the fullest sense would be appallingly arrogant
yet we and many unbelieversbelieversun too accept him at his own
valuation when he says

1 I am meek and lowly of heart even
those passages in the new testament which superficially and
in intention are most concerned with the divine and least with
the human nature bring us face to face with the personality
I1 am not sure that they don t do this more than any others we
beheld his glory the glory as of the only begotten of the
father full of graciousness and reality which we have
looked upon and our hands have handled what is gained by
trying to evade or dissipate this shattering immediacy of person-
al contact by talk about that significance which the early church
found that it was impelled to attribute to the master this
hits us in the face not what they were impelled to do but
what impelled them I1 begin to fear that by personality dr
bultmann means what I1 should call impersonality what you d
get in a DNB article or an obituary or a victorian life and
letters of yeshua bar yosef in three volumes with photo-
graphs

READING BETWEEN THE LINES

that then is my first bleat these men ask me to believe
they can read between the lines of the old texts the evidence
is their obvious inability to read in any sense worth discussing
the lines themselves they claim to see fern seed and can t see
an elephant ten yards away in broad daylight

now for my second bleat all theology of the liberal type
involves at some point and often involves throughout the
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claim that the real behaviour and purpose and teaching of
christ came very rapidly to be misunderstood and misrepre-
sented by his followers and has been recovered or exhumed
only by modern scholars now long before I1 became interested
in theology I1 had met this kind of theory elsewhere the tradi-
tion of jowett still dominated the study of ancient philosophy
when I1 was reading greats one was brought up to believe
that the real meaning of plato had been misunderstood by
aristotle and wildly travestiedtravestiestraves tied by the neo platonists only to
be recovered by the moderns when recovered it turned out

most fortunately that plato had really all along been an
english hegelian rather like TH green 1I have met it a third
time in my own professional studies every week a clever un-
dergraduatedergraduate every quarter a dull american don discovers for
the first time what some shakespearean play really meant but
in this third instance I1 am a privileged person the revolution in
thought and sentiment which has occurred in my own lifetime
is so great that I1 belong mentally to shakespeare s world far
more than to that of these recent interpreters I1 sesee I1 feel it
in my bones 1I know beyond argument that most of their
interpretations are merely impossible they involve a way of
looking at things which was not known in 1914 much less in
the jacobean period this daily confirms my suspicion of the
same approach to plato or the new testament the idea that
any man or writer should be opaque to those who lived in the
same culture spoke the same language shared the same habit-
ual imagery and unconscious assumptions and yet be trans-
parent to those who have none of these advantages is in my
opinion preposterous there is an a priori improbability in it
which almost no argument and no evidence could counter-
balance

thirdly 1I find in these theologians a constant use of the
principle that the miraculous does not occur thus any state-
ment put into our lord s mouth by the old texts which if he
had really made it would constitute a prediction of the future
is taken to have been put in after the occurrence which it
seemed to predict this is very sensible if we start by knowing
that inspired prediction can never occur similarly in general
the rejection as unhistorical of all passages which narrate mir-
acles is sensible if we start by knowing that the miraculous in
general never occurs now I1 do not here want to discuss
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whether the miraculous is possible I1 only want to point out
that this is a purely philosophical question scholars as scholars
speak on it with no more authority than anyone else the canon
if miraculous unhistorical is one they bring to their study
of the texts not one they have learned from it if one is
speaking of authority the united authority of all the biblical
critics in the world counts here for nothing on this they speak
simply as men men obviously influenced by and perhaps in-
sufficiently critical of the spirit of the age they grew up in

but my fourth bleat which is also my loudest and longest
is still to come

THE VALUE OF theoretical reconstruction
all this sort of criticism attempts to reconstruct the genesis

of the texts it studies what vanished documents each author
used when and where he wrote with what purposes under
what influences the whole sitz imim leben of the text this is
done with immense erudition and great ingenuity and at first
sight it is very convincing I1 think I1 should be convinced by it
myself but that I1 carry about with me a charm the herb moly

against it you must excuse me if I1 now speak for a while
of myself the value of what I1 say depends on its being first-
hand evidence

what forearms me against all these reconstructions is the
fact that I1 have seen it all from the other end of the stick I1

have watched reviewers reconstructing the genesis of my own
books in just this way

until you come to be reviewed yourself you would never
believe how little of an ordinary review is taken up by criticism
in the strict sense by evaluation praise or censure of the book
actually written most of it is taken up with imaginary histories
of the process by which you wrote it the very terms which
the reviewers use in praising or dispraising often imply such a
history they praise a passage as spontaneous and censure
another as labouredlaboured that is they think they know that you
wrote the one correntecurrentecurrente calamo and the other inditainvitamv itdita minerva

what the value of such reconstructions is I1 learned very
early in my career I1 had published a book of essays and the
one into which I1 had put most of my heart the one I1 really
cared about and in which I1 discharged a keen enthusiasm was
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on william morris 7 and in almost the first review I1 was told
that this was obviously the only one in the book in which I1 had
felt no interest now don t mistake the critic was I1 now
believe quite right in thinking it the worst essay in the book
at least everyone agreed with him where he was totally wrong
was in his imaginary history of the causes which produced its
dullness

well this made me prick up my ears since then I1 have
watched with some care similar imaginary histories both of my
own books and of books by friends whose real history I1 knew
reviewers both friendly and hostile will dash you off such
histories with great confidence will tell you what public events
had directed the author s mind to this or that what other
authors had influenced him what his overallover all intention was
what sort of audience he principally addressed why and
when he did everything

now I1 must first record my impression then distinct from
it what I1 can say with certainty my impression is that in the
whole of my experience not one of these guesses has on any one
point been right that the method shows a record of 100 per
cent failure you would expect that by mere chance they would
hit as often as they miss but it is my impression that they do
no such thing I1 can t remember a single hit but as I1 have not
kept a careful record my mere impression may be mistaken
what I1 think I1 can say with certainty is that they are usually
wrong

and yet they would often sound if you didndian t know the
truth extremely convincing many reviewers said that the
ring in tolkien s the lord of the rings was suggested by the
atom bomb what could be more plausible here is a book
published when everyone was preoccupied by that sinister inven-
tion here in the center of the book is a weapon which it seems
madness to throw away yet fatal to use yet in fact the
chronology of the book s composition makes the theory impos-
sible only the other week a reviewer said that a fairy tale by
my friend roger lancelynmancelynLancelyn green was influenced by fairy tales
of mine nothing could be more probable I1 have an imaginary
country with a beneficent lion in it green one with a benef-
icent tiger green and I1 can be proved to read one another s

lewis s essay on william mornsmorris appears in rehabilitations and other
essays oxford 1939
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works to be indeed in various ways closely associated the case
for an affiliation is far stronger than many which we accept as
conclusive when dead authors are concerned but it s all untrue
nevertheless I1 know the genesis of that tiger and that lion
and they are quite independent 8

now this surely ought to give us pause the reconstruction
of the history of a text when the text is ancient sounds very
convincing but one is after all sailing by dead reckoning the
results cannot be checked by fact in order to decide how re-
liable the method is what more could you ask for than to be
shown an instance where the same method is at work and we
have facts to check it bywellby wellweilweli that is what I1 have done and
we find that when this check is available the results are
either always or else nearly always wrong the assured re-
sults of modern scholarship as to the way in which an old
book was written are assured we may conclude only because
the men who knew the facts are dead and can t blow the gaff
the huge essays in my own field which reconstruct the history
of piers plowman or the faerie queen are most unlikely to
be anything but sheer illusions 9

am I1 then venturing to compare every whipster who writes
a review in a modern weekly with these great scholars who
have devoted their whole lives to the detailed study of the
new testament if the former are always wrong does it fol-
low that the latter must fare no better

there are two answers to this first while I1 respect the
learning of the great biblical critics I1 am not yet persuaded
that their judgementjudgement is equally to be respected but secondly
consider with what overwhelming advantages the mere re-
viewers start they reconstruct the history of a book written
by someone whose mother tongue is the same as theirs a con

lewis corrected this error in the following letter books for children in
the times literary supplement 28 november 1958 p 689 sir A review
of mr R L green s land of the lord high tiger in your issue of 21 november
spoke of myself in passing with so much kindness that I1 am reluctant to
cavil at anything it contained but in justice to mr green I1 must the critic
suggested that mr green s tiger owed something to my fairy tales in reality
this is not so and is chronologically impossible the tiger was an old in-
habitant and his land a familiar haunt of mr green s imagination long before
I1 began writing there is a moral here for all of us as critics I1 wonder how
much quellenforschung in our studies of older literature seems solid only
because those who knew the facts are dead and cannot contradict lffiffit

for a fuller treatment on book reviewing see lewis s essay on criticism
in his of other worlds essays and stories ed walter hooper bles 1966
ppap 435843 58
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temporary educated like themselves living in something like
the same mental and spiritual climate they have everything
to help them the superiority in judgementjudgement and diligence
which you are going to attribute to the biblical critics will
have to be almost superhuman if it is to offset the fact that
they are everywhere faced with customs language race char
acteristicsacteristics class characteristics a religious background habits
of composition and basic assumptions which no scholarship
will ever enable any man now alive to know as surely and in-
timatelyti and instinctively as the reviewer can know mine and
for the very same reason remember the biblical critics what-
ever reconstructions they devise can never be crudely proved
wrong st mark is dead when they meet st peter there will
be more pressing matters to discuss

you may say of course that such reviewers are foolish in
so far as they guess how a sort of book they never wrote them-
selves was written by another they assume that you wrote a
story as they would try to write a story the fact that they
would so try explains why they have not produced any stories
but are the biblical critics in this way much better off dr
bultmann never wrote a gospel has the experience of his
learned specialized and no doubt meritorious life really
given him any power of seeing into the minds of those long
dead men who were caught up into what on any view must
be regarded as the central religious experience of the whole
human race it is no incivility to say he himself would
admit that he must in every way be divided from the evan-
gelists by far more formidable barriers spiritual as well as
intellectual than any that could exist between my reviewers
and me

transitoriness OF RESULTS OF MODERN scholarship
my picture of one layman s reaction and I1 think it is not

a rare one would be incomplete without some account of the
hopes he secretly cherishes and the naivenaive reflections with
which he sometimes keeps his spirits up

you must face the fact he does not expect the present
school of theological thought to be everlasting he thinks
perhaps wishfully thinks that the whole thing may blow over
I1 have learned in other fields of study how transitory the as-
sured results of modern scholarship may be how soon schol
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arshipairship ceases to be modern the confident treatment to which
the new testament is subjected is no longer applied to pro-
fane texts there used to be english scholars who were pre-
pared to cut up henry VI between half a dozen authors and
assign his share to each we don t do that now when I1 was
a boy one would have been laughed at for supposing there
had been a real homer the disintegratorsdisintegratory seemed to have
triumphed forever but homer seems to be creeping back
even the belief of the ancient greeks that the mycenaeansMycenaeans
were their ancestors and spoke greek has been surprisingly
supported we may without disgrace believe in a historical
arthur everywhere except in theology there has been a vig-
orous growth of scepticism about scepticism itself we can t
keep ourselves from murmuring multa renascentrenascenturur quae jam
ceciderececc e fifercideriderefiver e

nor can a man of my age ever forget how suddenly and
completely the idealist philosophy of his youth fell mctag-
gart green bosanquet bradley seemed enthroned forever
they went down as suddenly as the bastille and the interest-
ing thing is that while I1 lived under that dynasty I1 felt var-
ious difficulties and objections which I1 never dared to express
they were so frightfully obvious that I1 felt sure they must be
mere misunderstandings the great men could not have made
such very elementary mistakes as those which my objections
implied but very similar objections though put no doubt
far more cogently than I1 could have put them were among
the criticisms which finally prevailed they would now be the
stock answers to english hegelianism if anyone present to
night has felt the same shy and tentative doubts about the
great biblical critics perhaps he need not feel quite certain
that they are only his stupidity they may have a future he
little dreams of

we derive a little comfort too from our mathematical
colleagues when a critic reconstructs the genesis of a text he
usually has to use what may be called linked hypotheses thus
bultmann says that peter s confession is an easter story pro-
jected backward into jesus lifetimelife time p 26 op cit the first
hypothesis is that peter made no such confession then grant-
ing that there is a second hypothesis as to how the false story
of his having done so might have grown up now let us sup-
pose what I1 am far from granting that the first hypothesis
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has a probability of 90 per cent let us assume that the
second hypothesis also has a probability of 90 per cent but
the two together don t still have 90 per cent for the second
comes in only on the assumption of the first you have not A
plus B you have a complex AB and the mathematicians tell
me that AB has only an 81 per cent probability I1 m not good
enough at arithmetic to work it out but you see that if in a
complex reconstruction you go on thus superinducingsuperinducing hypoth-
esis you will in the end get a complex in which though
each hypothesis by itself has in a sense a high probability the
whole has almost none

you must not however paint the picture too black we
are not fundamentalists we think that different elements in
this sort of theology have different degrees of strength the
nearer it sticks to mere textual criticism of the old sort
lachmann s sort the more we are disposed to believe in it
and of course we agree that passages almost verbally iden-
tical cannot be independent it is as we glide away from this
into reconstructions of a subtler and more ambitious kind that
our faith in the method wavers and our faith in christianity
is proportionately corroborated the sort of statement that
arouses our deepest scepticism is the statement that something
in a gospel cannot be historical because it shows a theology
or an ecclesiology too developed for so early a date for this
implies that we know first of all that there was any develop-
ment in the matter and secondly how quickly it proceeded
it even implies an extraordinary homogeneity and continuity of
development implicitly denies that anyone could greatly have
anticipated anyone else this seems to involve knowing about
a number of long dead people for the early christians were
after all people things of which I1 believe few of us could
have given an accurate account if we had lived amongamong them
all the forward and backward surge of discussion preaching
and individual religious experience I1 could not speak with
similar confidence about the circle 1I have chiefly lived in my-
self I1 could not describe the history even of my own thought
as confidently as these men describe the history of the early
church s mind and I1 am perfectly certain no one else could
suppose a future scholar knew that I1 abandoned christianity in
my teens and that also in my teens I1 went to an atheist tutor
would not they seem far better evidence than most of what we
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have about the development of christian theology in the first
two centuries would he not conclude that my apostasy was due
to the tutor and then reject as backward projection any story
which represented me as an atheist before I1 went to that tutor
yet he would be wrong I1 am sorry to have become once more
autobiographical but reflection on the extreme improbability
of his own life by historical standards seems to me a prof-
itablei exercise for everyone it encourages a due agnosticism

for agnosticism is in a sense what I1 am preaching I1 do
not wish to reduce the sceptical element inin your minds I1 am
only suggesting that it need not be reserved exclusively for the
new testament and the creeds try doubting something else

such scepticism might I1 think begin at the very beginning
with the thought which underlies the whole demythologymythologyde of
our time it was put long ago by tyrrell As man progresses
he revolts against earlier and inadequate expressions of the
religious idea taken literally and not symbolically they
do not meet his need and as long as he demands to picture to
himself distinctly the term and satisfaction of that need he is
doomed to doubt for his picturings will necessarily be drawn
from the world of his present experience 10

in one way of course tyrrell was saying nothing new the
negative theology of pseudo dionysius had said as much but
it drew no such conclusions as tyrrell perhaps this is because
the older tradition found our conceptions inadequate to god
whereas tyrrell finds it inadequate to the religious idea he
doesndoean t say whose idea but I1 am afraid he means man s idea
we being men know what we think and we find the doc-
trines of the resurrection the ascension and the second com-
ing inadequate to our thoughts but supposing these things
were the expressions of god s thought

it might still be true that taken literally and not symboli-
cally they are inadequate from which the conclusion com-
monly drawn is that they must be taken symbolically not liter-
ally that is wholly symbolically all the details are equally
symbolical and analogical

but surely there is a flaw here the argument runs like
this all the details are derived from our present experience
but the reality transcends our experience therefore all the de-

george tyrrell the apocalyptic vision of christ in christianity at the
crossroadscross roads longmans green & co 1909 p 125
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tails are wholly and equally symbolical but suppose a dog were
trying to form a conception of human life all the details in
its picture would be derived from canine experience therefore
all that the dog imagined could at best be only analogically
true of human life the conclusion is false if the dog visualized
our scientific researchers inin terms of ratting this would be ana-
logical but if it thought that eating could be predicated of
humans only in an analogical sense the dog would be wrong
in fact if a dog could per impossible be plunged for a day
into human life it would be hardly more surprised by hitherto
unimagined differences than by hitherto unsuspected similar-
ities A reverent dog would be shocked A modernist dog dis
trusting the whole experience would ask to be taken to the
vet

but the dog can t get into human life consequently though
it can be sure that its best ideas of human life are full of
analogy and symbol it could never point to any one detail and
say this is entirely symbolic you cannot know that every-
thing in the representation of a thing is symbolical unless you
have independent access to the thing and can compare it with
the representation dr tyrrell can tell that the story of the
ascension is inadequate to his religious idea because he knows
his own ideas and can compare it with the story but how if
we are asking about a transcendent objective reality to which
the story is our sole access we know not oh we know not
but then we must take our ignorance seriously

of course if taken literally and not symbolically means
taken in terms of mere physics then this story is not even a

religious story motion away from the earth which is what
ascension physically means would not in itself be an event
of spiritual significance therefore you argue the spiritual
reality can have nothing but an analogical connection with the
story of an ascent for the union of god with god and of
man with god man can have nothing to do with space who
told you this what you really mean is that we can t see how
it could possibly have anything to do with it that is a quite
different proposition when I1 know as I1 am known I1 shall be
able to tell which parts of the story were purely symbolical
and which if any were not shall see how the transcendent
reality either excludes and repels locality or how unimaginably
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it assimilates and loads it with significance had we not better
wait

such are the reactions of one bleating layman to modemmodern
theology it is right you should hear them you will not per-
haps hear them very often again your parishioners will not
often speak to you quite frankly once the layman was anxious
to hide the fact that he believed so much less than the vicar
he now tends to hide the fact that he believes so much more
missionary to the priests of one s own church is an embar-
rassing roler6leroierale though I1 have a horrid feeling that if such mis-
sion work is not soon undertaken the future history of the
church of england is likely to be short



A new look at the alleged
little known discourse by joseph smith

KENNETH W GODFREY

only in comparatively recent times have mormon scholars
taken a real interest in the authenticity of documents purport-
edly written by early apostles prophets and other leaders of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints one of the
latest forgeries that can now be proved beyond reasonable
doubt to be just that is the so called little known discourse
by joseph smith many thoughtful readers of this document
have been troubled by its double standard of morality which
speaks as an unfamiliar spirit when compared to the authen-
tic writings of the prophet founder of mormonism supposedly
given by the prophet joseph smith at nauvoo upon the subject
of marriage this sermon allegedly reflects the law of god to
man 1

the discourse reads the prostitution of the body after
marriage constitutes adultery but alienation of the mind or
affection from her husband constitutes fornication in a married
woman and if the mind of the wife which is equally bound
by the body to obey and be in subjection in all things by the
spiritual nature of that covenant marriage becomes alienated
from her husband she commits fornication against her hus-
band because the mind of the wife was bound to yield obedi-
ence and submission to her husband in all things as well as the
body by the spiritual nature of that covenant and again
when a woman apostatizes in spirit from her husband she

then commits fornication against the spiritual law of marriage
and in no other way can a married woman commit fornica-
tion the discourse declares that the wife is the property of
the husband and should obey his will the wife has no right

dr godfrey division coordinator of seminaries and institutes in arizona and
new mexico has published in BYU studies illinois historical quarterly
dialogue the instructor and the improvement era his special interest is
church history in nauvoo

takenaken from A little known discourse byhy joseph smith copy in posses-
sion of the author
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to teach admonish reprove rebuke or to exercise any kind
of dictation whatever he is her head and she should be guided
by the head if the wife wants to know anything let her ask
her husband at home she therefore has the right of petition
and this is a right that all who are governed should possess

should a woman become alienated from her husband he
has the right and is justified by god in putting her away
meaning divorcing her but she has no right to sue for divorce-
ment should the husband be at fault the printed discourse
further states

when the church rebels against her lawful husband and
master jesus christ and will not submit to him in all things
she then commits fornication against him and this is the plain
sense of the matter so inin the case of the wife when she
refuses cheerfully to submit to her husband in all things
when she ceases to revere her husband and believe in him
henihen she commits fornication against him even as the false
church has against christ and inin no other possible way can
she commit this act it then becomes the right of her hus-
band to write her a bill of divorcement according to the
strict letter of the law of god given by moses and to put her
away unless she repent

children born under the marriage covenant while the wife
is in rebellion against her husband are not entitled nor
qualified to enter into the congregation of the lord until the
tenth generation

rather strangely the discourse is relatively silent regarding
the responsibilities of the husband and it is awkwardly one
sided such statements as those quoted above have caused not
a few mormon wives to react negatively to this speech ascribed
to the prophet founder of the LDS church at least a few
husbands have felt alienated by the spirit as well as the content
of the discourse but before commenting further let us turn
our attention to another document

in the 1840 s it was reported that because of opposition
on the part of a number of members of the church joseph
smith assigned udney H jacobs the task of searching the
scriptures for passages that would sanction polygamy the
resulting tract was printed in 1842 bearing the name of joseph
smith s printing company and is called an extract from a

manuscript entitled the peace maker or the doctrine of
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the millennium in commenting on this document john D
lee wrote

during the winter 1842 joseph the prophet set a
man by the name of sidney sic hay jacobs to select from
the old bible scriptures as pertained to polygamy or celestial
marriage to write it in pamphlet form and to advocate that
doctrine this he did as a feeler among the people to pave
the way for celestial marriage 2

that the populace was aroused by the contents of the
jacobs tract is evidenced by the fact that joseph smith in an
article published in the times and seasons december 1 1842
denied that he was in any way responsible for the contents of
the peace maker the mormon leader wrote

there was a book printed at my office a short time
since written by udney H jacobs on marriage without my
knowledge and had I1 been apprised of it I1 should not have
printed it not that I1 am opposed to any man enjoying his
privileges but I1 do not wish to have my name associated with
the authors in such an unmeaning rigamarole of nonsense
folly and trash

signed
joseph smith3smitha

knowing about the times and seasons article and aware
that joseph smith s disclaimer also appeared in the other nau-
voo newspaper the wasp john D lee said that smith denied
his connection with the pamphlet upon realizing that the
excitement among the people threatened to break up the
church 4 and since that time at least a few people have believed
that joseph smith s denial was purely for public consumption
not unlike his denials that the church was practicing plural
marriage 5

this past winter 196719681967 1968 thomas G truitt of the
church historian s library compared the peace maker with
the little known discourse by joseph smith and found that
the discourse was remarkably like chapter 8 of the peace
maker on the law of marriage in fact page after page is

johnohn D lee mormonism unveiled the life and confessions of john D
lee ed W W bishop st louis npap 1879 p 146 research discloses
that sidney hay jacobs and udney hay jacobs are the same person

times and seasons december 1 1842
leeee mormonism unveiled p 146
kenneth W godfrey causes of mormon non mormon conflict in han-

cock county illinois 183918461839 1846 unpublished phd dissertation brigham
young university 1967 ppap 9011090 110
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almost word for word except for some slight changes in gram-
mar and paragraphing it would be almost impossible for
someone to have penned one document without copying from
the other and since as will be shown later jacobs wrote first
it would seem that some overzealousover zealous mormon copied large
portions of his pamphlet and pawned it off on a gullible au-
dience as the work of joseph smith I1 have checked truitt s
work and find it accurate for the most part and this leads me
to conclude that excluding the first page which probably comes
from one version of the white horse prophecy the two
documents are the product of one pen truitt concludes as do
1I there are a few variations from the original through errors
of typing through additions and obvious changes otherwise
these are almost identical in wording 6

because of truitt s work it is now apparent that the peace
maker and the little known discourse by josephjosepj smith are
the same document or at least written by the same hand yet
because of john D lee s statement involving the prophet
joseph with the former work the question must be asked did
joseph smith write the peace makeremaker7makermaket certain documents have
recently come to light that bear upon this subject

it seems that the peace maker was written at least as early
as march 19 1840 and was designed not for the mormonscormons
but for the people of the united states in a letter to presi-
dent martin van buren bearing the date march 19 1840
jacobs attempts to persuade the president that he had written
a document that would save the united states and reelect van
buren jacobs boasts that he is thoroughly acquainted with the
religious principles and minds of every sect and denomination
of men in this land and with characteristic humility continues
and I1 now offer to place this almighty power for the time

being at your disposal merely by a publication of the book
alluded to 7

it would appear that the book in reference was the peace
maker when we look at an 1851 letter from jacobs to brigham
young

I1 cannot imagine why you suspected me unless it was
that I1 wrote a pamphlet some years since entitled the peace
maker you have certainly a wrong idea of that matter I1

copy of thomas G truitt s comparison in possession of the author
udneyadneydney H jacobs to president martin van buren march 19 1840 in the

illinois state historical society library springfield illinois
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was not then a member of this church and that pamphlet
was not written for this people but for the citizens of the
united states who professed to believe the bible italics
minemineamine88

the wording in both letters is very similar

in the van buren letter jacobs also states

these mormonscormons know but very little of me but sir I1
know them and I1 know them to be a deluded and dangerous
set of fanatics dangerous I1 say as far as their influence goes
smith has returned home and I1 am informed is determined to
throw his weight with all his deluded followers into the scale
against you I1 do not pretend to say that every vote in the
union shall be thus influenced but I1 say this that by the means
which I1 hold in my power if assisted seasonably by your aid
shall throw such weight into the right scale as shall bring the
other infallibly to kick the beam 9

when van buren refused to assist him it appears that jacobs
then contracted to have joseph smith s printing establishment
publish his work which was done in 1842 though joseph
smith disclaimed any knowledge of or association with the
contents of the pamphlet people generally have doubted his
disclaimer but in january of 1844 udney H jacobs wrote
the prophet a personal letter which he begins by saying

I1 hope you will not consider this letter an intrusion I1
have not to be sure the pleasure of a personal acquaintance
with you nor do I1 know that I1 am worthy of that favor yet I1
believe that I1 am worth saving 10

now how could jacobs be unacquainted with joseph smith in
1844 if he had written a book for the prophet in 1842 as john
D lee claimed

from the above evidence it seems safe to conclude that
jacobs not joseph smith wrote the peace maker and the little
known discourse by joseph smith conseconsequentlyquentlyquently neither of
these documents should be viewed as binding upon members
of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints they were
in fact written by a nonmember of the church

udney H jacobs to honorable brigham young march 5 1851 found
in the LDS church historian s library salt lake city utah

jacobs to van buren march 19 1840
godfrey original located in the LDS church historian s library



along
the old
utah highway 91

jeannette morrell

well now there s ogden a railroad town
where the smoke smears everything rusty brown
ogden s hole it was way back when
and the hunters and trappers them lonely men
they cached their furs there and sometimes their food
where peter skene ogden he told em they should
it couldnt a lookedlookedlikelikeilke much of a place
with the sand and the sagebrush and only a trace
of old salt lake shininchinin way out west
like a piece 0

I1 shirt through a dirty vest
but the railroads come and it built up fast
there was plenty 0 folks when they counted em last
and that wouldnwouldnt t set well with old peter skene
who liked enough space to spit between
and the furs aint cached in the hole no more
they re cached in the windows of some big store
brigham city oh that s the place
that was named for the prophet joseph
that s a mormon joke not a likely joke
for the outside folks I1 knows of
but president smith and president young
has both had a plenty 0 praises sung
and it ain t very likely they d quarrel up yonder
where they got the eternal progression to ponder
leastways not about brigham a little space
that s a canada honker s resting place
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and not much else there s another story
that s been told hereabouts till it s kinda hoary
but outside of utah not one percentile
knows that in utah a jew s a gentile
from brigham you take the mountain road
up over the sardine pass
A narrow ledge with a nasty drop
and you daresndareen t hurry you daresndareen t stop
till you come on through and over the top
out onto the valley grass
and there s hyrum and mendon and wellsvilleandwellsville there
and a town called paradise
A little hump in the valley floor
that nobody d look at twice
all I1 can make out is they named it to set there
cause they figgeredfigueredfiggered they d crossed over hell to get there
then logan all peaceful and quiet and still
with a temple set high on a grassy hill
and a college nested where mountains comes
and a neat little river jest bumbles and hums
brother brigham he sent folks from salt lake city
to settle the place and it seems right pretty
how it s still today pretty near how they made it
with lombardy popularspopularaspopulars and aspensashens to shade it
well that s near as fur as this highway can go
cause a piece down the road ya hit idaho

miss morrell assistant professor of english at brigham young university
has also published in the new york herald tribune



winckelmann
for the bicentennial
of his death

TODD A BRITSCH

two hundred years have now passed since the nineteen
year old johann wolfgang von goetheheardgoethe heard the news that
struck him like a thunderclap from a clear sky 1 johann
joachim winckelmann had been murdered in trieste while
awaiting a ship that would take him back to his adopted
home in rome the news was particularly shocking to goethe
because he and his associates were still under the impression
that winckelmann was en route to a reunion with his old
acquaintances in germany and that the opportunity to see
such an important figure would soon be theirs goethe reports
that he and his friends had entertained no hopes of actually
speaking with winckelmann but that they had anticipated
watching him from afar 2 the enthusiasm which the young
writer felt towards his older countryman did not fade with
the ensuing years indeed thirty seven years after winckel-
mann s death goethe edited a small booklet entitled winckel-
mann und sein labrJahrlahrjabrlahrhundertjahrhunderthundert in which his praise was still very
considerable 3

goethe was not alone in his high regard lessing whose
famous laocoonlaokoon was written as a reaction to some of winckel-
mann s basic theses referred to him as one of two writers
whom I1 would gladly have given a few years of my life 4

herder schelling schiller holderlinh61derlinhoelderlinHolhoiderlin the schlegelsSchlegschlegellels and a

dr britsch is assistant professor of german and humanities at brigham
young university A former fulbright scholar to germany he has specialized
in cultural history and aesthetics

johann wolfgang von goethe workewerkewotkeclrwlretkeerke vol IX ed lieselotte blumenthal
hamburg 1955 p 8 translations unless otherwise noted are minemine

widmismls
goethe werke vol XII ed herbert von einem 1953 ppap 9612996 129
walther rehm gottersthleg&terstilleGotters tyletHlethie und gottertrauerg&tertrauerGotter trauer Aufaufstzeaufsatzestze zur deutsch

annikenantiken begegnung MiInchmunchenen 1951 p 183
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large number of others were deeply concerned with his writ-
ings nor was his influence limited to germany franz schultz
accurately notes that winckelmann was the first german
since luther who found european recognition 5 mmeame de
staelstaa gives him brief but important consideration in de
dallemagnelallemagneLAllemagne calling him the man who caused a veritable
revolution in germany in the manner of considering the arts
and through the arts literature s during winckelmann s

life his works were translated and published in italy france
and england

the degree and extent of winckelmann s reputation dur-
ing his lifetime and the decades which followed make some-
what surprising the rather obscure place which he is now
accorded in cultural history although it is not this paper s

purpose to defend his fame against the fortunes of time it
will attempt to enumerate the thoughts which so inspired his
contemporaries and the developments which helped lead to his
present position winckelmann s contributions lie in three re-
lated areas as a founder of the science of archaeology 7 as
one of the first modern practitioners of art history andculturaland cultural
history 8 and as a forerunner to the great german intellectual
and literary movement which dominated europe for the cen-
tury and a half after his death

winckelmann s role in the establishment of a scientific
approach to archaeology was in part the result of a number
of fortunate circumstances in 1754 largely because he felt it
would help provide him access to the great collections of clas-
sical art in rome he became a convert to roman catholicism
the following year with some aid from the church he left
dresden for rome where he established permanent residence
during these same years the first excavations were begun in
pompeii and herculaneumHercula neum it was natural that winckelmann

franz schultz klasnikklassik und romancikromantikRomantik der Deutscdeutschenben 2ndand rev ed stutt-
gart 1952 p 125

mmeame de stalstaelstai 0euvresoeuvres completes paris 1820 X 236
winckelmann s contributions to the founding of scientific archaeology are

widely acknowledged even C W ceramberam s popularizing book gods graves
and scholars the story of archaeology trans E B garside new york
1952 contains a chapter entitled winckelmann the birth of a science
ppap 111711 17

gilbertfilberteilbertelibert highet repeats F fister s observation that winckelmann invented
both the concept and the term kunstgeschichte art history in the clas-
sical tradition greek and roman influence on western literature oxford
1949 p 665
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would travel to naples to investigate the discoveries there
for his reputation as a student of classical art was already
quite well established and friends were eager to receive his
evaluation of the monuments so recently found

yet despite his position among the classical scholars of
rome winckelmann was not always well received at the sites
of the destroyed cities in fact because of professional jealousy
he was at times prohibited from even visiting the areas where
digging was in progress but through the aid of a few
sympathetic admirers he was allowed to view a few secondary
works of sculpture and painting and from these he gathered
enough information to write what are now considered the
first scientific reports of these discoveries 9 winckelmann s

articles were not different from others in factual description
several accurate papers had been published before winckel-
mann s strength lay in his ability to discern characteristics
that would identify artifacts in relation to rather narrow his-
torical periods for example he recognized that the degree of
shifting or counterbalancing of the weight of a statue tended
to become more extreme in later works likewise he observed
that definition of musculature also became more pronounced
in works that were produced after the fifth century BC on
the basis of such evidence he was able to establish a dating
system that was often surprisingly accurate when compared to
the fragmentary evidence with which he worked

winckelmann s archaeological work was not normally con-
cerned with such striking recent discoveries many of his papers
and cataloguescataloguercatalogues were of works which had been for centuries in
the possession of royalty or the church indeed the two statues
that he was most concerned with were the laocoon and apollo
of belvedere both of which were well known treasures of the
vatican collections but he still attempted to view each statue
cameo fresco or coin from the basis of historical characteris-
tics his work led many others to similar procedures ironically
it was this very attempt to classify works according to dates
and historical movements that contributed in large part to the
decline of interest in winckelmann s writings As new tech-
niques were developed to date ancient monuments winckel

carl justi devotes several long chapters to winckelmann s four trips to
naples in the second and third volumes of his great biography winckelmann
und seinesemfseme zeitgenossenzehgenossen 5thath ed ed walther rehm koinkelnkolnkbln 1956
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mann was very frequently found to be in error for some time
scholars were unable to separate his factual inaccuracies from
his contributions to the beginnings of the science

in spite of the obvious importance of his approach to ar-
chaeologychaeology it was actually only one facet of his major discovery
as an art historian the concept of historical style to those
accustomed to viewing art largely on the basis of cultural per-
iods it would probably be surprising to discover that such an
approach is of rather recent origin modern art history had its
beginnings with vasari and his followers in the late renais-
sance and baroque years yet as ernst heidrich points out
there is little of the historical in the works of these writers
their concern was almost exclusively biographical the artist s

beginnings usually in unfortunate circumstances his amazing
flowering and finally his decline 10

winckelmann s approach differed consciously from that of
his predecessors his magnum opusof us the geschichte der kunst
des altertumsAlter tums begins with his avowal to seek the essence of
art in which the story of the artist has little influence 11

more important in winckelmann s opinion were historical
geographical political and religious forces thus winckelmann
attributed the static quality of egyptian art to the monolithic
nature of the country and its social institutions yearly floods
a religion which deifieddelfied the political leaders flat undeviating
landscape and similar influences 12 greek art on the other
hand was diverse and progressive because of a moderate cli-
mate multiple political systems mountainous countryside
and anthropomorphic religion 13 As meinecke points out
winckelmann s assumption of geographical influence was de-
rived largely from enlightenment historiography especially
that of montesquieu 14 winckelmann was the first however to
apply such concepts to the field of art

ernst heidrich bentragebeitragebeiinigeBeibeltrage zur geschichlegeschichte und methaidemethade der kunstgeschichte
basel 1917 p 15

johann joachim winckelmann werke einzig rechtmssigerechtmassige original
ausgabe stuttgart 1847 1I 1 there is a great need for a new scholarly
edition of winckelmann s works the recent publication in east germany of
winckelmann s geschichte ed wilhelm senff weimar 1964 at least makes
the work available again to interested readers but serious students will find
the notes and nachwortnechwortNachwort very unsatisfying

tat2ibid ppap 16 37
ibid ppap 16 33 35
friedrich meinecke die entstehung des Historismhistorismusus vol illIII111liiili of werke

MilnmilnchenmiinchenMiinchmienchenchenen 1959 p 292
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the laocoon in the vatican museum c 2ndand century BC the legend
depicted by this sculpting is in virgils aeneid 11II 199227199 227 As a
portent to the trojans two huge snakes kill laocoonlaoco6n a priest of
neptune and his two sons while the trojans are debating acceptance
of the trojan horse accepting proves their downfall
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winckelmann realized early in his career that although the
differences between the arts of various nations could be attrib-
uted to the influences mentioned above this fact would not
explain the obvious differences in the arts of various ages with-
in the same area to solve this problem he again borrowed
from enlightenment thinkers but with a great originality of
application the concept of biological growth of nations was
used by a few eighteenth century historians to explain certain
political phenomena winckelmann applied this idea to art and
cultural development and promoted the theory of historical
styles he thought of artistic periods as following a natural
cycle which he described in four stages inception urupsprungursprungsprung
growth wachstumwlachstumWachWlach stum change vetnvernderungveranderungVeranVern defungderung and decline

failfaggfall 15 on the basis of these stages he was able to differenti-
ate fourgour basic styles in greek art these he called the oldest
style the high or grand style the beautiful style and finally
the period of imitation 16 winckelmann s definitions of these
styles were so accurate that they correspond very well with the
modern designations for the same periods archaic classic

hellenic fourth century and early hellenistic and late hell-
enisticlenistic there is some lack of clarity in his thought concerning
causes of the cyclecyclebutcyclebutbut this is of lesser importance than the fact
that for the first time critics were provided a concept with
which both individual works as well as entireepochsentire epochs could be
analyzed perhaps the final testimony to the universal nature
of this contribution is the fact that scholars daily employ tthehe
idea of historical style without knowing that winckelmann
was the first to use it in a modern manner

although the popularity of winckelmann s geschichte der
kunst des altertumsAlter tums was widespread in germany most ger-
mans were probably more influenced by a little tract that was
winckelmann s first publication the gedanken ukeruberfibersyfer die
nachahmung der griechischengriechischen werke min der malebelmalereimalerel und bild
hauerkunsthauer kunst winckelmann wrote this pamphlet in dresden
while awaiting his trip to italy at this time he had had a most
limited experience with art works especially those from greece
the dresden museums and courts had a few original works
and a fair collection of plaster casts but no masterpieces of
hellenic or hellenistic sculpture thus it is all the more sur

winckelmann 1I 1

ibibidtd ppap 299 300
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prising that he not only proposed imitation of greek art as the
only method for germany to establish a great artistic tradition
but also gave a definition of classical art which became the
leading aesthetic and literary norm during a great period of
german creative history in characterizing the laocoon
winckelmann said it exhibited noble simplicity and quiet
grandeur 17 a concept which finds itself repeated in the works
of most of the great later eighteeneighteenth th century german writers it
would be impossible to conceive of goethe s iphigenia schil-
ler s beautiful soul schone seele or holderlinh61derlinhoelderlinHolhoiderlin s diotimadiotina
without this stimulus provided by winckelmann

in addition to providing motivation for classical literature
winckelmann s writings aided the formation of a german
culture in a second way after the thirty years war inde-
pendent creative efforts were severely limited in germany the
country had lost a major part of its economic capacity and
a large percentage of its population it was therefore especially
susceptible to the economic military and artistic forces of
france for almost a century from 1650 to 1750 music was
the only art in germany which flourished largely independent
of french influence all others especially architecture and
literature became increasingly imitative of franco roman ba-
roque in large part this imitation resulted in poor works that
had some degree of polish but little substance winckelmann
helped the germans develop an independent art in two ways
he was a german writer whose european reputation was suf-
ficient to cause national pride and he showed germany a
culture which it could adopt as a spiritual ancestor the french
had often felt a special kinship with rome both the republic
and the empire now germany looked to greece as its model
greek sculpture architecture painting and especially litera-
ture enjoyed a great revival and writers strove to become like
homer and pindar A great deal has been written concerning
the positive or harmful effects of this involvement with
greece 18 but it was without question one of the most imporimbor

ibid 11II 12 to modern viewers winckelmann s use of such terms to
describe the late hellenistic statue by hagesandrosHagesandros polydoros and athanodoros
would seem very strange it should be remembered however that winckel-
mann was writing during the most extreme period of baroque and rococo
sculpture even the laocoon could appear simple and quiet in comparison to
statuary of that period

in his griechentumGriechen tum und goethezeitGoethe zeit geschichiegesch ichie eineselnesermesernesemmes Glaubens Miinchmunchenen
1952 walther rehm insists the belief in that which is greek is finally
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tant aspects of german intellectual and artistic life in the eigh-
teenth and nineteenth centuries probably even the theories and
works of such later writers as heine nietzsche and george
cannot be fully explained without reference to winckelmann s

concept of greece
in addition to the three areas outlined winckelmann made

a great number of related contributions he provided an aes-
thetic evaluation of line 19 developed a theory of artistic grace 20

and more than anyone elelseeiselse was responsible for the attitudes
toward fifth century greece that prevailed universally until
rather recently it may well be however that besides his archae-
ological inaccuracies no other single matter has contributed
more to his loss of fame than the fact that scholars are now
starting to question the stereotype which attributes to greek
character almost faultless moderation control stoicism and
noble self sufficiency to winckelmann more than any other
we owe this evaluation whether or not he is proved to be
wrong in this respect the artistic and scholarly worlds have
reaped great harvests from the conception of greece which
winckelmann helped to form

only a simile for the belief in that which is most purely human and therefore
also for the belief in that which is german p 17 eliza M butler s the
tyranny of greece over germany boston 1958 was written to support her
thesis that the greek influence in germany stifled the germans natural cre-
ativityativity many others have taken positions somewhere between these two

winckelmann 11II 14 42 62 1I 24 ff
201301201bidibidbidfidfis 11II 320324320 324



in memoriam
P A christensen
188819681888 1968

M B BRADY

what matters most with P A christensen is that his reach
should be felt as well as his grasp that his classes even at
their most successful should be remembered as a means not
as an end in themselves for P A christensen gave his students
the most valuable education one ever gets an exposure to a
certain intellectual habit and attitude of mimindnd he had the en-
during desire to see things accurately and he taught his stu-
dents to see life steadily and to see it whole without bitter-
ness or cynicism without prejudices or preconceptions I1 believe
that his students recognizerecognizetheirtheir debt to him not so much per-
haps by the impressions made in the moments of illumination
in individual classes as by the way in which their minds turn
again and again with growing understanding and gratitude to
an inspiration which the passage of time can do nothing to dim
P A christensen wanted to know the truth and he was hon-
est in his quest of it he saw the tragedy and the evil of life as
well as its beauty and splendor but if his eyes were open always
to the darker aspects of human existence they were open also
to those aspects of life in which a growing good resides
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A NOTE ON TROILUS AND CRESSIDA

FRANCIS R MAGLEBY

benjamin west 173818201738 1820 was an unsung innovator of
the neoclassic style of painting at the age of twenty one he
went to rome to study art and like other americans of that
time franklin and jefferson to name just two he was inspired
by the democratic ideals of classical greece and rome caught
up in the classical concept of ideal beauty west turned to the
image and subject of the classics and the world of antiquity for
his paintings it is interesting to note that he was painting in
the neoclassic style twenty years before david and ingres the
french painters often given major credit for the classic revival
in painting

west left rome and went to london to live and paint he
was so successful there that he attracted many young american
painters to his studio to study with him the result was that
neoclassic realism approached a national style in america dur-
ing the late eighteenth century with neoclassic themes appearing
in paintings by copley trumbull stuart peale and others

although west was an innovator inin turning to the classic
subject he retained the painting techniques of the eighteenth
century masters troilus and cressida shows that he was an
excellent craftsman and understood the grand manner of that
century which is characterized by rich transparent color

there is added interest in west as a painter for mormonscormons
since joseph smith arranged to have an exhibition of his paint-
ings in nauvoo it is unique that a frontier town would have
an exhibition of paintings by the leading artist of the day

dr magleby is assistant professor of art at brigham young university







As things stand
at the moment

HUGH NIBLEY

the most widely syndicated article on the joseph smith
papyri to appear to date is a typical performance of mr wall-
ace turner which first appeared inin the new york times of
july 15 1968 it is one of those high flown insinuating reports
breathing an aloof superiority studiously evasive of anything
specific first we are told that there has been bitter wrangling
among the intellectuals of the mormon world if an intellect-
ual is anybody willing to argue what is meant by the mormon
world if the church is meant why not say church the
attack mr turner continues has come from within the
mormon community again why community instead of
church because to be sure there has been no attack and

no wrangling whatever within the church later on mr
turner mentions two heretics notorious to the church estab-
lishmentlishment a term dear to the heart of mr turner unaware
that there are no heretics in a church where every member is
supposed to have his own personal nontransferrable testimony
and that to be a heretic in any church one must be a member
the two in question are not members of the mormon church
and were not members at the time they are supposed to have
attacked from within the community A favorite means of
lending authority to attacks on the mormon church has ever
been the announcement that the attacker was himself once a
good and active mormon but since the only qualification for
such a title isis one s demonstrated capacity to remain true and
faithful to the end no backslider can claim it mr turner s

problem is to tell the world that the question of the papyri
has split the mormonscormonsMormons without actually saying so an assign-
ment for which he is peculiarly well fitted

dr nibley professor of religion and history at brigham young university Is
a frequent contributor to BYU studies
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there is no question writes the reporter that smith
worked from these papyri the question is whether his writings
based on them were actual translations or pure fabrications
we know that he worked with the papyri but what can work-
ing from them possibly mean or what can be meant by his
writings based on them were they actual translations then
why not say so how could a very meaningful text be both
derived from and based on something that makes no sense at
all A vivid flashback to 1912 is the skillfully garbled state-
ment that joseph smith in the pearl of great price presents
hand drawn copies of three groups of hieroglyphshieroglyphy together

with his translation of them there were not three groups of
hieroglyphshieroglyphy and no translations of hieroglyphshieroglyphy later we are
told that the prophet also had work papers in which it seemed
that sections of the book of abraham were attributed to specific
symbols again the escape word is seemed also work
papers what were the other papers if the work papers
were smith s why are none of them in his handwriting again
we learn that the eleven newly found documents were in-
volved in the production of the book of abraham just how
is one to understand involved some of the eleven docu-
ments have no visible relationship whatever to the book of
abraham and what the connection of the others is remains
to be determined joseph smith according to the two here-
tics as quoted by mr turner apparently translated many
english words from each egyptian character but there
is no place for an equivocal apparently in the vaunted rigor
of their demonstration apparently leaves the door open to
the many objections that arise and the swarm of questions that
must be answered before the pair can announce for the final
time their longed for fall of the book of abraham

one threat to the mormonscormons of these findings according
to mr turner who obligingly does the mormonscormons thinking
for them is that they could turn sociological by undermining
the scriptural basis for the mormonscormons discrimination against
negroes the scriptural basis of mormon belief rests wholly
on inspired english translations of the scriptures not a single
original version of any holy book is known to exist anywhere
in the world today and scholars have never been able to agree
on what the ancient texts they do possess are trying to convey
in such a state of things nothing can take the place of an in
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spired translation as far as the LIDSLDSllisliis members are concerned
and no study of egyptian or any other ancient texts could
ever undermine the scriptural basis for any mormon belief

whatever translation comes by the gift and power of god
is certainly no translation in the ordinary sense and joseph
smith never put forth the translation of the book of abraham
as an exerciseexercise in conventional scholarship but when mr
turner concludes his article with our statement that today
nobody claims that joseph smith got his information through
ordinary channels he uses it as a punch line to make it sound
like a declaration that the mormonscormons have abandoned a pre-
viously held belief than which nothing could be farther from
the mark in every case in which he has produced a transla-
tion joseph smith has made it clear that his inspiration is
by no means bound to any ancient text but is free to take
wings at any time to insist as the critics do that transla-
tion may be understood only in the sense in which they choose
to understand it while the prophet clearly demonstrates that
he intends it to be taken in a very different sense is to make
up the rules of thegamethe game one is playing as well as being the
umpire to stick to the same specifications would brand
either pope s or chapman s or rouse s ll11iliadzadiadraf or all three of
them fraudulent so wide is their range

BOOK OF ABRAHAM MAKES GOOD SENSE

we agree with mr turner that there is a significant par-
allel between the case of the book of abraham and that of
the book of mormon since the beginning the world has been
asked to dismiss both books as imposturesimpostures not because of what
is in them but because of the strange way in which each was
supposed to have been produced it is as if someone pretend-
ing to be a cook but without credentials or experience were
to turn out a banquet worthy of the cordon bleu only to be
condemned unanimously by the cooking profession because
he had not cooked according to their rules whether the sen-
sen papyrus or the egyptian alphabet and grammar here-
after cited as EAG makes sense or not the book of abraham
makes very good sense and like the book of mormon can
thoroughly be tested in the light of a wealth of ancient docu-
ments we have more than enough viable material to put the
prophet to the test where he specifically claims revelation
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without having to rummage in dubious papers which were
never meant to be included among inspired writings

year in and year out one must repeat the old refrain that
the arguments of the world against the inspired scriptures of
the latter day saints collapse because they rest on a complete-
ly false idea of the mormon conception of revelation can
a book with a misspelled word in it possibly be the product
of divine revelation if not says the mormon there never
was a divinely inspired book can a man who makes mistakes
and learns by trial and error like other people possibly be a
prophet if not we reply then no man ever was a prophet
can one who doubts and speculates and meditates about a
thing later receive revelation about it he is more apt to re-
ceive revelation we say than one who does not we know
that joseph smith studied reports about the ancient civiliza-
tions of central america and speculated about them with live-
ly interest but that was after the book of mormon appeared
there is every indication that the freewheelingfree wheeling conjectures
of the EAG were made after the book of abraham was com-
pleted so that even the irrelevant argument of the book s du-
bious documentary background remains unfounded

two basic questions that confront us in evaluating the
pearl of great price are 1 did the egyptians really have
something and 2 did joseph smith really have something
on the egyptians until recently both propositions have been
relegated to the limbo of superstitious nonsense by all respect-
able scholars but of recent years proposition no I11 has come
in for some serious rethinking by quite sober egyptologists
and other scientists who tell us that the egyptians may really
have had something after all and what they had turns out to
be something that suspiciously resembles what joseph smith
said they had which puts us in the way of answering our
second question which is not whether smith was inspired or
not but whether his writings may be checked against those
of the real world of abraham the real work has not even
begun

from the beginning there has been considerable misunder-
standing about the exact nature of the joseph smith papyri
if the mormonscormons really believed them to be the very handwrit-
ing of the patriarch abraham they would have made a good
deal of that in their preaching and missionary work they
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would have made frantic efeffortsforts to keep them in their posses-
sionsionslon they would have guarded them like the golden plates
and they most certainly would have done everything to get
them back from emma and william smith but the saints
never played up the idea of having autographic writings of
abraham preferring to understand the term writings of
abraham inin the broad and familiar sense in which the term
is applied to other scriptures likefikeilke the writings of moses john
or ether none of which pretend to be autographic 1 in 1912
their spokesmen were quite outspoken there is no evidence
that abraham himself wrote inin his own hand any part of the
papyri found with the mummies certainly not the hypoce
phallphail 2 they looked at the church historian s statement that

As the work proceeded he joseph smith became con-
vinced that one of the rolls of papyrus contained a copy of a
book written by abraham 3 and made capital of the idea that
abraham was the very scribe who wrote the papyri for that
made their debunking assignment very easy in view of the
late provenance of the documents 4

but the mormonscormons have never displayed any particular rev-
erence or awe for the facsimiles whereas the editing of the
standard works has ever been an object of meticulous care
even a cursory examination of successive reproductions of the
plates of the book of abraham shows the work to be amazingly
slapdash and slipshod as if a mere approximation of the gen-
eral idea were quite enough to satisfy the brethren 5 though
the explanations that accompany the facsimiles have the author-
ity of inspiration we are explicitly told that the ancient draw-
ings themselves were nothing but purely human attempts to

hugh nibley A new look at the pearl of great price the improve-
ment era vol 71 february 1968 ppap 202120 21

abomsbomosborn J P widtsoeWidtsoe the unfair fairness of rev spalding the
improvement era vol 16 april 1913 p 600

3J M sjodahl A final word the improvement era vol 16 septem-
ber 1913 p 1102 some of the latter day saints seem to have believed
that the papyri in question represented the actual autographic work of abra-
ham and joseph that the hand of abraham had pressed the very papyrus
handled by joseph smith such a conclusion however does not seem to be
involved in the text of smiths account and need not be considered authorita-
tive see robert C webb A critical examination of the facsimiles in the
book of abraham the improvement era vol 16 march 1913 p 440

pointed out by widtsoeWidtsoe the improvement era vol 16 p 599 and
robert C webb truth seeking its symptoms and after effects the im-
provementprovement era vol 16 september 1913 p 1090

see our comments in A new look at the pearl of great price the
improvement era vol 71 april 19681969 p 65
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illustrate what abraham was talking about and that you
may have an understanding of these things I1 have given you
the fashion of them in the figures in the beginning no
claim of inspiration is made for the drawings which used the
peculiar conventions and symbols of one particular culture

as understood by the egyptians but in this case in re-
lation to this subject the egyptians meant it to signify etc
even the cosmic splendors of facsimile no 2 purport to be
nothing but the conventional treatment of certain themes in
the traditional symbolic idiom of a people denied the priest-
hood there is nothing particularly holy about them

BY THE HAND OF ABRAHAM

when the book of abraham was first published being
personally edited by joseph smith it was designated by him as
A translation of some ancient records from the catacombsCatacombs

of egypt purporting to be the writings of abraham while he
was in egypt called the book of abraham written by his own
hand upon papyrus 6 note that smith himself designates the
writings only as some ancient records then he tells us what
they are purported to be and finally gives us the title of the
document here written by his own hand is not joseph
smith s verdict but part of the original title of the document
translated such long explanatory titles are characteristic of
egyptian writings 7

two important and peculiar aspects of ancient authorship
must be considered when we are told that a writing is by the
hand of abraham or anybody else one is that according to
egyptian and hebrew thinking any copy of a book origgallycngallycn nallynaily
written by abraham would be regarded and designated as the
very work of his hand forever after no matter how many re-
productions had been made and handed down through the
years the other is that no matter who did the writing origin-
ally if it was abraham who commissioned or directed the
work he would take the credit for the actual writing of the
document whether he penned it or not

times and seasons vol 3 march 25 1842 p 704704
thus a work we happen to be studying at the moment has the title

translation of the secrets of the ritual for repelling the raging one made
in the temple of osiris of abydos to keep seth away from osiris this book
will protect against the enemies of osiris for seven days and is beneficial to
whoever recites it in S schott urkundenUrkunden mythologischen inhalesinhalts leipzig
1929 p 61
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As to the first point when a holy book usually a leather
roll grew old and worn out from handling it was not de-
stroyed but renewed important writings were immortal for
the egyptians they were the divine words for the jews the
very letters were holy and indestructible being the word of god
the wearing out of a particular copy of scripture therefore in
no way brought the life of the book to a close it could not
perish in egypt it was simply renewed maw smaw fairer
than before and so continued its life to the next renewal
thus we are told at the beginning of what some have claimed
to be the oldest writing in the world his majesty wrote this
book down anew his majesty discovered it as a work of the
ancestors but eaten by worms so his majesty wrote it down
from the beginning so that it is more beautiful than it was
before 8 it is not a case of the old book s being replaced by a
new one but of the original book itself continuing its existence
in a rejuvenated state no people were more hypnotized by the
idea of a renewal of lives than the egyptians not a succession
of lives or a line of descent but the actual revival and rejuve-
nation of a single life

even the copyist who puts his name in a colophon does
so not so much as publicity for himself as to vouch for the
faithful transmission of the original book his being trust
worthyiqrworthyrwortherworthyr of fingers ie a reliable copyist is the reader s

assurance that he has the original text before him an egyptian
document J spiegel observes is like the print of an etching
which is not only a work of art in its own right but can lay
claim equally well to being the original regardless of
whether the individual copies turn out well or ill because he
thinks in terms of types according to spiegel for the egyptian
there is no essential difference between an original and a

copy for as they understand it all pictures are but reproduc-
tions of an ideal original 9 being itself but a copy of an ideal
original the first writing of a document enjoys no special
superiority over later copies 9 thus an egyptian who handed
us a writing or drawing of abraham s would be nonplussednonplushednonplus sed

if we asked him whether abraham really made it who else

K sethe Dramadramatischedramattschetische efteexte zu altaegyptaltaegypt mysterienspielenmystenenspfelen leipzig
1928 p 20

9J spiegel in milleilungenmflleilungen des deutschen institutesinstituts fur agyptischeAgypt ische al
tertumshundetertumskunde in kairo vol 9 1940 p 160
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this concept was equally at home in israel an interesting
passage from the book of jubileesJubil ees recounts that joseph while
living in egypt used to read to his sons the words which his
father jacob used to read from among the words of abra-
ham 39659639.6396 here is a clear statement that the words of
abraham were handed down in written form from generation
to generation and were the subject of serious study in joseph s

egyptian family circle the same source informs us that when
joseph died and was buried in canaan he gave all his books
and the books of the fathers to levi his son that he might pre-
serve and renew them for his children until this day 4515
here the books of the fathers including the words of abra-
ham have been preserved for later generations by a process of
renewal

in this there is no thought of the making of a new book
by a new hand it was a strict rule in israel that no one not
even the most learned rabbi should ever write down so much
as a single letter of the bible from memory always the text
must be copied letter by letter from another text that had been
copied in the same way thereby eliminating the danger of any
man s adding subtracting or changing so much as a single jot
in the text it was not a rewriting but a process as mechanical
as photography an exact visual reproduction so that no mat-
ter how many times the book had been passed from hand to
hand it was always the one original text that was before one
to make the illusion complete the old worn out copy was
never kept around the renewed book was the original the
old one was not reused cut up burned or even buried for a
writing containing the ineffable name of god could not be
destroyed it simply disappeared without trace with the com-
pletion of the process of rejuvenation the old corruptible shell
ceased to exist it was quietly and unobtrusively walled up in
a sacred building inin a remzagemzageniza whose very existence was ignored
by the congregation 10 thus the holy book continued its life
ageless and unchangeable through the centuries with never
a thought of its being anything but the sacred original

but written by his own hand this brings us to the other
interesting concept let us recall that that supposedly oldest of
egyptians writings the so called shabakoshabago stone begins with

10 juedisches lexiconlexikon berlin 1928 vol 2 p 1014 jewish encyclope-
dia vol 5 ppap 612f6l2f
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the announcement that his majesty wrote this book down
anew this professor sethe obligingly explains is nor-
mal egyptian usage to express the idea that the king ordered
a copy to be made 11 yet it clearly states that the king him-
self wrote it thus when the son of king snefru says of his
own inscription at medum it was he who made his gods in

such a writing that it cannot be effaced the statement
is so straightforward that even such a student as W S smith
takes it to mean that the prince himself actually did the writ-
ing and what could be more natural than for a professional
scribe to make an inscription it was her husband the scribe
of the royal scroll nebwynebby who made this inscription or
when a noble announces that he made his father s tomb why
should we not take him at his word it depends on how the
word is to be understood professor wilson in all these cases
holds that the person who claims to have done the work does
so in the sense that he commissioned and paid for it 12 the
noble who has writing or carving done is always given full
credit for its actual execution such claims of zealous crafts-
manship have loftily ignored the artists writes wilson it
was the noble who made or decorated his tomb though
one noble of the old kingdom breaks down enough to show us
how these claims were understood 1 I made this for my old
father I1 had the sculptor ifjuitju make it 13 dr wilson cites
a number of cases in which men claim to have made their
father s tombs one of them specifically stating that he did so
while his arm was still strong with his own handhand14

credit for actually writing the inscription of the famous
metternich stele is claimed by the prophetess of nebwennebben
nest amun daughter of the prophet of nebwennebben and scribe of
the inundation ankh psametik who states that she re-
newed snismawaw this book there it is again after she had
found it removed from the house of osiris mnevis so that her
name might be preserved 15 the inscription then shifts to
the masculine gender as if the scribe were really a man lead-
ing to considerable dispute among the experts as to just who

sethe dramatischeDrama tische texteteate p 20
discussed by J S wilson in journal of near eastern studies vol 6

1947 ppap 239f
ibid p 243

ibadihidibzd p 240240
C E sander hansen die teatetexte der Metternichmetternichstelestele copenhagen 1956

p 48 spruch viii
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gets the credit certain it is that the lady boasts of having given
an ancient book a new lease on life even though her hand may
never have touched a pen 16

nest amun hoped to preserve her name by attaching it to
a book and in a very recent study M A korostovstev notes
that for an egyptian to attach his name to a written work was
an infallible means of passing it down through the centuries 17

that may be one reason why abraham chose the peculiar
egyptian medium he did for the transmission of his record
or at least why it has reached us only in this form indeed
theodor bohlbohi observed recently that the one chance the orig-
inal patriarchal literature would ever have of surviving would
be to have it written down on egyptian papyrus 18 scribes liked
to have their names preserved too and the practice of adding
copyists names in colophonscolophony korostovstev points out could
easily lead in later times to attributing the wrong authorship
to a work but whoever is credited with the authorship of a
book remains its unique author alone responsible for its exis-
tence in whatever form

so when we read the book of abraham written by his
own hand upon papyrus we are to understand as the mor
mons always have that this book no matter how often re-
newed is still the writing of abraham and no one else for
he commissioned it or according to the accepted egyptian
expression wrote it himself with his own hand and when
abraham tells us that you may have an understanding of
these gods I1 have given you the fashion of them in the fig-
ures at the beginning we do not need to imagine the patriarch
himself personally drawing the very sketches we have before
us in fact the remark may well be the insertion of a later
scribe to the egyptian or hebrew mind the sketches could be
twenty seventh hand and still be the authentic originals as
long as abraham originally ordered them and put his name to
them still less are we to see in these helpful little diagrams
anything pretending to be a supernatural or sacrosanct per-
formanceformance

the publication of the original joseph smith egyptian
papyri if it has done nothing else has put an end to one of the

ibid p 49
M A korostovtsev in revue degyptologie vol 19 1967 p 191

th bohlbohi in vooraziatisch egyptisch genootschap ex oriente lux jmaraar
bericotberichiberichtbe wichtrichiricht vol 17 1963 ppap 134f
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most ridiculous games ever played in this game the experts
were wildly cheered as they scored point after point against
joseph smith they being both the judges and the score keep-
ers with the strict understanding that under no circumcircum-
stances could the prophet be permitted ever to score a point
against them indeed our non mormon friends still feel mor-
ally and intellectually obligated never to admit even for the
sake of argument that joseph smith could possibly be right
in the sense in which he claimed to be right it is an unas-
sailable axiomaxiom of the learned that no matter how long the
game goes on or how many matches are played smith s score
must always be zero while the mormonscormons have freely if not
enthusiastically acknowledged the fallibility of the prophet
and actually conceded points to the opposition there has never
been any thought of the challengers ever conceding a point
to them it was not just an absurdly one sided game it was
no game at all though the players went on solemnly pretend-
ing to be testing and exploring a proposition that they would
not even consider

tennis anyone

but now original egyptian documents invite us to a more
serious game the scholars no longer dodge the issues or
flaunt their credentials our first article to take serious issue
with the experts on tangible grounds the improvement era
september 1968 met with immediate and gratifying re-
sponse the letters have not been complimentary but they have
been better than that constructive those who promptly bat-
ted our balls back across the net have not been carping or pic-
ayune in their objections but eminently reasonable and well
informed after the giants of 1912 passed away the field was
left to zealous amateurs whose antics have been dictated by
hysterical partisanship and an uncontrollable desire to shine
with what a splash some of them now announce that they

have actually got their names into the new york times
such human weakness is pardonable if they only wouldnwouldnt t
carry it so far throwing confetti leaping over the net and
forming a victory parade every time their team scores a point
or with equal fervor blowing the whistle calling a fault halt-
ing play and declaring the game forfeit every time they think
their opponents have muffed a play after that it is a relief
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to be dealing with sensible people let us see how the game
goes now

it began with joseph smith serving the ball here are
things he said referring to the papyri which go back to
abraham

the opposition returned the ball nothing of the sort
these are perfectly ordinary funerary motifs for which thou-
sands of identical examples could be supplied

we return it to them you are overlooking a number of
oddities inin the papyri which definitely are not ordinary

and they return it to us there are all sorts of irregular-
ities in egyptian drawings funerary papyri are full of such
peculiarities

and we that fact does not impugn the oddities in these
particular documents but rather substantiates them these
are not exactly like any other documents though that was pre-
cisely your contention

and they no that was the contention of the scholars
of 1912 you are fighting a straw man students today do not
take such extreme views

we true enough but the public and the mormonscormons do
not know that the men of 1912 are straw men only if we
have revived them but we have not done that that isds the
work of busy propagandists in our midst who still have most
people believing that the men of 1912 spoke the final word
we cannot be beating a dead horse if the horse is far from
dead

they but you say the experts deliberately overlooked im-
portant oddities like the clothing and hand position of the
figure on the couch professor parker mentioned the hands so
you are wrong

we he mentioned them only to deny that they exist he
will not even consider the hands as such and that is the only
mention they ever get As to the clothing the question is not
who drew it but the mere fact that it is there we find it
strange that none of the experts ever mentioned that unde-
niable and striking fact

they you have your silences too you mention only three
hypotheses to account for the irregularities in the papyri you
have not considered all the possibilities
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we we did not say that only three hypotheses were pos-
sible but only that three and no more were put forth by ththethe6
experts we have always shared popper s opinion that there is
always an infinity of logically possible solutions to every
problem if you have another theory it s your serve

they so it isis here goes one thing we learn from the
original papyri that no one would have guessed before 1967
is that the pearl of great price woodcutswoodcuts include restorations
the irregularities in the facsimiles about which you make
such a fuss are largely the result of mormon attempts to re-
store the damaged papyri

we we grant your first proposition but the second re-
mains to be demonstrated

they who else would restore them but the mormonscormonsMormons
there is evidence for that in the pencilled sketching that is
still to be seen on the backing of the no 1 papyrus we be-
lieve that was done by the mormonscormons and not by later owners

we why would the mormonscormons make a reconstruction that
differs drastically from the official mormon versionversion

they we can explain that since the mormon connections
of the papyrus were always known to its successive owners 11

any later attempt to restore it would have followed the pearl
of great price but this pencilled doodling does not follow it
therefore it is not later but earlier representing a first at-
tempt at restoration rejected as unsatisfactory

we I1 am afraid you knocked that one clear out of the
court your suggestion that any non mormon owner would
have followed the pearl of great price just like any mormon is
indeed refreshing since when have non mormonscormons felt bound
by mormon opinion or obligated to make a reconstruction that
would vindicate the mormon scripture you say the drawing
was rejected as unsatisfactory right at the beginning which
means that it was allowed to stand untouched from ten to
twenty years a constant reminder of the ineptness of the
brethren and a constant refutation of their later official recon-
structionst when it would have been the easiest thing in the
world and perfectly legal to retouch or erase it it wasngasn t
even drawn on the papyrus and made no pretense to being
ancient and the mormonscormons were not only crazy enough to let
this highly unacceptable performance stand as it was but their
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friends and enemies were blind enough never to notice it
either to explain it or to make fun of it

As is well known from the labors of robert eisler and
others the first and most urgent thing to be done whenever
the official version of a document sacred or otherwise is de-
cided on is to destorykestory all other versions yet you want us to
believe that the mormonscormons saw no advantage to removing re-
placing or even retouching this incriminating document or
if you insist that the mormonscormons hadbad such perfect integrity as to
leave this foolish and unfortunate drawing untouched by pen-
cil or eraser and resisted every temptation to draw a single line
more on that empty backing for twenty years then the whole-
sale restorations that you suggest for the rest of the papyri are
entirely out of the question that the space on the modern
paper backing which had no claim to sanctity was never used
for any more speculative sketching after that first awkward and
highly unsatisfactory attempt is a strong indication that its
inviting surface was not available until later the pattern of
the exposed patches of glue on the backing still remains to be
explained the mere presence of those ugly patches where the
mounting was otherwise so very neatly done casts serious
doubt on your theory that the surviving parts of the facsimile
no I11 papyrus are all that the mormonscormons ever saw of it we
simply cannot believe that inin years of busy speculation and
study in which they were concerned with everything else the
saints never so much as breathed on that first unfortuateunfortunate dis-
credited embarrassing profane and highly unwelcome bit of
sketching it is both interesting and reassuring to find such a
naive suggestion coming from so distinguished a source

they speaking of naive suggestions when you used that
portrait of lucy mack smith to guarantee the integrity of
facsimile no 1 before it was damaged why didndian t you call
attention to the numbers indicating some of the figures in the
pictures the numbers weren t part of the original papyrus
you know

we we completely overlooked the numbers until after
the article went to press only then did we get our first good
look at the picture so you winwin a pointwepointWe now assume that
the artists consulted the hedlockbedlock reproduction but in examin-
ing the portrait closely we discovered something of importance
that is not discernible in the improvement era reproduction
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facsimile no 1 from the papyruspapymspapyis fragments given the church by the
new york metropolitan museummuseurn of art the glue line circled does
not show up on the photography as plainly as on the original
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something that is not in the hedlockbedlock drawing the artist has
drawn a jagged line right across the top of the facsimile cut-
ting off the top both of the priest s head and of the bird s

head but leaving the rest including the knife in the priest s
hand untouched the area above the jagged line is of a slightly

an enlarged reproduction of the replica of facsimile no I11 in the
background of the painting of lucy mack smith taken from the photo-
graph of that painting inin the church historian s office

lighter shade than that below and in the original may be of a
different color it seems to mark the limit of the papyrus ieie
of the damage to the thing at some time after the mormonscormons
had acquired it it is nearly all there in other things also the
painter of mrs smith s portrait departs from the hedlockbedlock
engraving

they what about the wrinkling it seems to us that some
of the wrinkles supposedly in the papyrus extend right out
beyond and include the picture frame

we the paint could have run where the artists made
extra heavy vertical markings providing he used water colors I1

or else the wrinkles could belong to the big portrait itself of
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which we have only a photograph but the picture frame is
clearly a frame closely resembling the one in which other
papyri are still mounted and most of the wrinkling is definitely
confined within its borders as if it really belonged to the pa-
pyri

they if the papyrus was intact almost to the top how does
it happen that the short inscription above the priest s arm was
never produced in any of the engravings it would have been
had it been there since joseph smith had no objection to
having hieroglyphics reproduced

we he also had no objection to supplying missing parts
of inscriptions why has he not done so here especially since
the inscription was a very short one and it is still perfectly
obvious that there was an inscription there you see it works
both ways but you miss the main point which is that all
hieroglyphshieroglyphy have been deliberately omitted from this particular
plate there is clear evidence that the whole inscription on the
right was folded under when the thing was mounted in view
of the avoidance of all the hieroglyphshieroglyphy the omission of the
shortest one of all can hardly be viewed as proof that it was
not there and speaking of arguments of silence while you
claim that the pencilled sketching on the backing shows that
the parts supplied were missing from the beginning you never
bother to explain why the bird s head was not drawn in at the
same time though you say that was also missing

WHAT KIND OF HEAD

they there was no missing head the head is still there
there is still clearly a human head in the original the beard
hairlinehair line nose still show and the official center location of the
head over the wing is also evidence

we clearly a human head but of the thousands of
people who have looked at it it took a shrewd and determined
observer to detect that the most characteristic feature of the
haba birds we remember to have seen is the large soulful eye
but here is no eye no brow no nose if that is a nose any-
thing is no mouth no chin no neck no ear with the hair-
line

I1

intact the face should be virtually complete but after look-
ing up a lot of human headed birds for comparison this still
continues to tax the imagination the other heads are quite
difdlfdifferentferent
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they if hedlockbedlock was copying an egyptian bird s head he
would hardly have done such a poor job of it

we rather say if he was inventing one being an expert
draftsman he would have done a far better job but if bad
drawing is an argument against an egyptian bird s head what
does it do to your much worse drawn human head

they the artist knew that the viewer would expect a hu-
man head he did not have to lean over backwards to indicate
one the merest dubbing would do the trick deveria expected
a human head and was disturbed at not finding one so are
we

we deveria expected a human head but the good pro-
fessor parker did not he saw not your clearly drawn human
head and he had excellantexpellantexcel lant reason for seeing a bird s head
instead take the large sampling of lion couch scenes in budge s

osiris for example what do you find there men lying on
lion couches and flying birds all over the place but not a single
human headed bird you must admit that statistics are over-
whelmingly in favor of giving the bird a bird s head

they oh but there are some lion couch scenes with hu
man headed birds flying overhead

we yes and in every such case the bird is holding either
life symbols or breath feathers in each outstretched claw this
bird does not even have claws in other lion couch scenes
eg denderahDenderah the flying bird is shown without claws but

the human headed bird never which makes this one of the
rarest objects in all of egyptian funerary art admittedly it is
a bad bird s head and an even worse human head so where
does that leave us I1 would say with a fifth hypothesis one
that we have been plugging all along it is the poor egyptian
artist who is in trouble out of his depth with this strange
assignment

they let s turn to facsimile no 2 where we have much
clearer evidence of restoration in the church historian s

office among the papers of the EAG is a rather well done
pen and ink sketch of the facsimile made by some mormon
at an early date this we believe is the way the hypocephalus
looked when it came into joseph smith s hands and in it
there are certain parts missing and we are shown exactly what
they are now these parts are not missing in the official en-
graving of the hypocephalus facsimile no 2 which can
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only mean that they have been later supplied you will notice
that a large part of the inscription around the rim is missing
and this has been filled in with hieratic characters from other
papyri definitely known to have been in the possession of
joseph smith so there you have it

we since the restored portions of the rim with their crude
repetitions hardly an attempt to be subtle are not a subject
of inspired commentary we don t think that is too important

they but two of the most important figures are the subject
of inspired commentary namely figures 1 and 3 they are
both entirely missing in the EAG drawing and have both been
supplied from other figures contained in papyri in joseph
smith s possession look at the head of figure 1 it is abso-
lutely identical with that of figure 2

we absolutely it seems to us that in the first hedlockbedlock
engraving the two or should we say four heads have a num-
ber of points in which they differ the eyes the vertical line
the beards

they these are very minor differences you must admit
but note how far out of line the two heads of figure 1 are
that is a clear indication that they have been dubbed in

we but consider that these two figures were drawn at the
same time by the same hand side by side on the same piece of
paper why should the artist indicate all those minor differ-
ences if they did not exist

they to make it appear that the heads were different of
course that he was not just copying

we but in that case he would have gone much further and
made them really different the egyptians themselves you
know were anything but averse to repetition in their funerary
designs As to the heads of figure 2 being out of line isis it not
more likely that that indicates not that they were being faked
but that some of the papyrus had become loose and been awk-
wardly replaced if as you maintain it was simply a matter
of copying borrowed heads onto the neatly symmetrical trunk
of figure 1 which still sits dead center in the panel nothing
could be easier than to put it on straight but hedlockbedlock did not
do that he was struggling with something that definitely was
out of line the phenomenon occurs a number of times in fac-
simile no 2
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A partially completed copy of facsimile no 2 found among the papers
with the egyptian alphabet and grammar inin the church historian s

office
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the hedlockbedlock woodcut of facsimile no 2 reproduced from times and
seasons vol 3 march 25 1842
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they but look at figure 3 this is no case of shifting pieces
of papyrus the whole thing is completely missing in the EAG
drawing and is replaced by borrowing the boat shown in the
framed papyrus from the book of the dead

we granted but the same boat with the same figure in
it appears just in that spot and only in that spot in a number
of other hypocephali remember some fifty odd other round
hypocephali enable us to judge pretty well how good a job of
reconstructing the mormonscormons did in some cases it was altogether
too good that is facsimile no 2 comes nearer to the other
normal hypocephali than the battered EAG version does and

this indicated to us at least that the thing was in a better condi-
tion when hedlockbedlock made his engraving than when the EAG
copy was made so that the latter cannot be used as a measure
of the extent of reconstruction in the former

they but in the corresponding boat in the other hypoce
phallphail there are other occupants of the boat that are missing in
figure 3

we the occupants of the boat vary and all of them are
missing inin one drawing or another with one exception the
kaprkhpr r beetle which is interchangeable on the hypocephali with
the solar disk on the head of the enthroned figure since no
two of the figure 3 boats are exactly alike we can be satisfied
that hedlockbedlock has got all the essentials

they but miss elisabeth thompson says the boats should
always be prow to prow

we not these boats look at the british museum hypoce-
phalus no 8445 where the stern of the boat and the figure in
it fit right up against the panel exactly as in our figure 3

they but there are two boats there one above the other
we in many hypocephali there is only one which shows

that we must always allow for differences
they but your figure 3 is most obviously identical with

the boat shown in the joseph smith framed papyrus
we of course it is the same boat but was it necessarily

taken from there note that there are certain hieroglyphshieroglyphy be-
hind the seated figure in the boat which do not appear in our
framed papyrus but do appear on some of the other hypoce
phallphail eg the florence and meux hypocephali

they but since the other hypocephali of which you make
so much all have a central figure with four ram s heads is it
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A henry meux hypocephalus from thebes reproduced from proceed-
ings of the society of biblical archaeology vol 14 december 4
1883
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not far more likely that it was such a figure and not a repeat
of figure 2 that was out of line

we more likely yes but if there is anything a study of
hypocephali should teach us it is to look out for exceptions
and repetitions we find them everywhere thus the ram s-

horn headdress of figure 1 is unusual the four headed ram
usually wears a magnificent and complex crown but in some
instances eg british museum no 8446 he wears only the
plain ram s horns that could be an authentic crown on the
other hand there was plenty of room above the body of figure
1 to have included the headdress of figure 2 if hedlockbedlock was
borrowing the whole head yet he avoided that crown which
would have been incorrect ie not justified by any example
known to us in favor of a correct one incidentally there is
not room above the body of figure I11 for the very high and
ornate crown worn by the four headed ram

they but there is no other instance in which a two headed
figure sits in the center of the circle

we none that we know of but there are hypocephali in
which the central figure is missing entirely others in which it
has only a single instead of a double body in which it holds
only one scepter instead of two andor holds only simple
was scepters instead of the usual threefold ankh was fledfied
scepterorscepter or in which it holds no scepter at all

they speaking of scepters the EAG drawing definitely
has the edge over the hedlockbedlockHedlock

we in quality but not in quantity hedlockbedlock had more to
look at though he muffed it in the EAG drawing the remains
of one of the scepters is clearly shown as the four horizontal
lines of the DWdieddies symbol on a staff these lines so closely
resembled the horizontal strokes on the body of figure 1 im-
mediately adjacent to them that hedlockbedlock ended up making
them look like another body perhaps on the other side how-
ever the was scepter is clearly visible which is lacking all but
the bottom stroke in the EAG copy this awkward attempt
to give meaning to the triple scepter than which no figure
could look more meaningless to a layman could be fairly
called an attempt at restoration not an invention but a fixing
up of something that was there the feet of figure 2 on the
other hand facing as they do in the wrong direction we agree
to call a restoration still hedlockbedlock drew the jackel staff cor
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rectlyerectly completing it right down to the ground while the EAG
shows a shorter but equally practical and plausible staff it is
hedlockbedlock who gets it right note how neatly and correctly ac-
cording to all the other hypocephali hedlockbedlock joins the four
panels right in the middle of what is only a great blank space
for the EAG artist

they any clever draftsman could have figured that out
we not necessarily the EAG artist was at sea he contin-

ued the righthandright hand boundary of the central panel up well be-
yond the point of juncture and drew the righthandright hand border of
panel two at an impossible angle As he saw it the baselinebase line
that runs beneath the two ships and figure 2 does not run
straight across that is with those parts missing he was not
at all sure how the original looked but hedlockbedlock draws every-
thing in with deft confidence exactly as it should be according
to the evidence of all the other hypocephali again the EAG
artist did not see and recognize the headdress of figure 2 which
isis correctly represented by hedlockbedlockHed lock the EAG drawing shows
only one serpent beside figure 1 while hedlockbedlock and all the
other hypocephali show two one on either side in the middle
of the body of figure 2 the EAG artist has drawn a rather
noncommittal tau cross while mr hedlockbedlock has put a bold and
uncompromising crisscross which according to the other docu-
ment is as it should be hedlockbedlock shows hieroglyphshieroglyphy to the left
of the head of figure 1 which are entirely missing from the
EAG drawing but vindicated by other hypocephali eg the
leyden hypocephalus in the EAG picture what looks like a
ftphtp hieroglyph is just touching the shoulder of figure 2 this
is not matched by any like protrusion from the other shoulder
the hedlockbedlock engraving on the other hand shows odd wing-
like protrusions two of them on either shoulder according
to your theory these can only be later additions yet just such
queer double wings appear on the shoulder of the corre-
spondingsponding figure in a british museum hypocephalus no 8445a
then again the EAG artist can t make heads or tails of what-
ever it is facing the seated figure 7 the other hypocephali
tell us that it is a serpent presenting the wdjat eye and mr
hedlockbedlock clearly shows such a presentation

they we grant you that but the figure in your facsimile
looks more like a bird than a snake
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we sure enough and in some hypocephali eg from the
louvre florence british museum no 8445a the creature has
a bird s head just like this one if this is a mere reconstruction
how does it happen that the mormon engraver hit upon the
right figure which was also the most unlikely figure imagin-
able either he was indeed inspired or he had more of the
hypocephalus before his eyes than the other artist did here is
another case even clearer mr hedlockbedlock shows the sun moon
crowns of the two baboonsbabions intact and resting squarely atop the
animals heads which according to many other hypocephali is
exactly where they belong but the EAG artist does not know
what to do with them the one on the right is so completely
destroyed that he cannot even make it out while he places the
one on the left in the baboon s upraised hands instead of on
his head

this dislocation of the sun moon symbol as well as the
disruption of the crown of figure 2 in the EAG copy is an
important point for it shows that pieces of the papyrus were
loose and shifting around it may account for some aspects of
our figure 1

they but can you deny that both figures have essentially
the same head

we why shouldnshouldna t they have since according to the pro-
phet s explanation they perform practically identical functions
may we call your attention to a transposition of heads and
bodies between these two figures in other hypocephali in the
nash hypocephalus the head of our figure 2 with its double
human face and double feather crown is placed on the body
of our figure 1 the double seated figure holding the two scep-
ters in a hypocephalus from the myers collection two identical
standing figures seem to be taking the place of our figures I11
and 2 in a berlin hypocephalus no 7792 figure 1 has a
single body like figure 2 instead of his usual double body in
some cases figure I11 appears without figure 2 in others the
reverse is true if the figures are thus transposable and if fig-
ure 2 can borrow the body of figure 1 why can t figure 1

borrow the head of figure 2 in our version such identity
would be in keeping both with egyptian practice and with
smith s interpretations

so the game goes on these are only some of the issues
arising from one short mangled only half of it was published
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installment representing a first tentative approach to the sub-
ject the ball goes back and forth sometimes they make a
point and sometimes we do but the final score is far in the
future the first thing everybody asked when the discovery
of the papyri was announced was either does this prove the
book of abraham or doesndoean t this show that joseph smith
was wrong does a falling apple prove newton s laws only
to people with an awful lot of training and preparation and
no longer to many of them the scholar is not alive today who
can tell us all there is to be known about the facsimiles and
until we know that the game must still go on As things stand
at the moment but only at the moment we may venture a few
observations

1 there are many questions raised by the finding of the
joseph smith egyptian papyri not just one question the
egyptian alphabet and grammar cannot be used as a close
check on the book of abraham until a great deal more is

known about both documents we do not yet know just what
the EAG isis or in what light joseph smith regarded it

2 the dating of these particular papyri is of no con-
clusive significance as far as possible relationship to abraham
isis concerned

3 the facsimiles were originally intended as visual aids
for an unspecified audience nothing supernatural inspired
or sacrosanct is claimed for them the latter day saints made
no special efforts to retain them in their possession and after
they were lost were careless and indifferent in the manner of
their reproduction

4 the hedlockbedlock engraving when compared with an early
sketch showing parts of facsimile no 2 to be missing shows
definite signs of attempted restoration

5 the restoration was not as extensive as the other sketch
would indicate and no clear instances of such have been de-
monstratedmonstrated on facsimile no 1

6 the restorations on facsimile no 2 are limited to the
filling in of gaps not the alteration of existing symbols they
were not made with an eye to supporting smith s interpretations
eg two heads do not express the idea of a universal god
better than four heads a clothed sacrificial victim is no more
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convincing than an unclothed one a priest with a mask is no
more authentic than one without a mask etc

7 the only restorations that might affect the interpreta-
tions figures 1 and 3 are paradoxical in that the one is aston-
ishingly fitting not only to the interpretation given but in the
light of comparison with other hypocephali while the other
is so far out of line that it is hard to see in it the faking of a
skillful artist

8 in many details hedlockbedlock shows a better knowledge of
the hypocephalus than the artist who is supposed to furnish the
evidence for the state of the thing when hedlockbedlock made his
copy hence the latter is not a reliable control

As the game progresses our ideas about the pearl of great
price are bound to change even as our ideas about the book of
mormon have changed through the years as new evidence has
steadily been brought to light throughout the doctrine and
covenants the saints are constantly reminded of two things
1 1 of what they have received and 2 of what they are ex-
pected to seek after the seeking part is the proper sphere of
schools and universities and in the matter of the facsimiles to
the book of abraham in particular we have all been invited to
seek it is time we were getting down to business

ADDENDUM SHOWING THAT THE GAME NEVER ENDS

since the above sport sheet went to press professor klaus
baer s invaluable study the first thorough and complete exam-
ination and translation of a joseph smith egyptian papyrus
so far undertaken has appeared inin the pages of dialogue
oll111oiiIII autumn 1968 ppap 109154109134109log 154134 the many questions this
work raises far from bringing the game to a close have merely
stepped up the tempo as it becomes possible thanks to dr
baer s efforts for contestants on both sides of the net to be-
come more familiar with the real nature of the game so here
is a bit of overtime

they joseph smith thought that this papyrus the sn sn
contained the book of abraham

we reading joseph smith s mind has always been the last
and usually the first resort in refuting his claims by what
divination do you know what he thought
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they by no divination here are the characters from the
papyrus on the left hand and set over against them on the right
are lengthy passages from the book of abraham what more
do you want

we A lot of information such as who juxtaposed the
texts in this amusing way

they who else but smith he owned the papyrus and
wrote the translation

we but the exercise is in the hands of a number of dif-
ferent people and none of it seems to be in smith s hand the
english text appears here in its final unaltered state do you
mean to say that this actually represents smith s first attempt
at translating it here there are no signs of speculation and
head scratching as in the other sign list

they this doesndoean t have to be the first attempt of all it
could be later copy

we A later copy of what if all that was wanted was to
produce a copy why doesndoean t one person copy the thing
through instead of that there are a few lines of translation in
one hand and then a few in another and so on surely each
copyist would not become exhausted at the end of half a dozen
lines of english or less

they they would if the few lines meant a slow and ex-
haustivehaustive effort by the one who was dictating

we such an effort would necessarily show in the state of
the text but this is a completely finished text without changes
or corrections therefore it does not represent the first appear-
ance of the translation but the use of the completed text in
some sort of special exercise this matching up business does

not represent the process by which the text was produced
they but would smith s followers have the kind of imag-

ination that would match up the egyptian and english texts

in such a ffantasticantas tic way
we not imagination lack of imagination the matching

is quite impossible

they but you have been saying all along that these writ-
ings may represent smith s own private speculations

we and we still do for all we know they may represent
anything that is just the point we simply do not know and
until we do our work is not done your reading of joseph
smith s mind settles nothing
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they but how about the facsimiles the many irregular-
ities they contain certainly indicate mormon manipulation since
an egyptian copyist would have done things differently

we would he the original papyrus shows that some of
worst mistakes are not mormon but egyptian you accept the
11 small offering stand as egyptian though it is found in no
parallel instances you say frankly 1I know of no representa-
tions of osiris on a couch with both hands in front of his
face you attribute a human head to a legless bird a thing so
far as we have been able to discover without parallel in the
funerary art these undoubtedly egyptian touches are not con-
ventionalvent ional by any means yet you continue to abuse the principle
by attributing every oddity to mormon restorations until
proved otherwise

they do we go so far
we well you do go so far as to assume without question

that the priest in facsimile no I11 should have a jackal s mask
and you are quite right he should have and the human head
is an error but whose error

they whose could it be but smith s

we smith didndian t need an unmasked priest a mask would
have been just as impressive perhaps but let us call your atten-
tion to at least three ptolemaic lion couch scenes closely paral-
leling this one in which the artist has deliberately drawn the
embalming priest without a jackal mask

they deliberately
we yes in one case the mask has been carefully erased

and in the other two it was carefully not drawn in in all three
scenes all the other figures are entirely complete and intact
only the jackal s mask of the priest is missing 19 we do not
at present know why the egyptians preferred here to dispense
with the mask but it is at least conceivable that the artist of
facsimile no 1 had his reasons too it will not do to attribute
to the mormonscormons everything that puzzles us

they by letter you admit that the sketch of facsimile
no I11 inin the lucy mack smith portrait has the hedlockbedlock num-
bers on it yet you think it significant that it may indicate the
actual state of preservation of the papyrus at the time the por-
trait was made how do you reconcile the two propositions

journal of egyptian archaeology vol 17 193119511931 plates iviivl mi
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we well naturally the artist would not keep his model
sitting and suffering while he sketched in the little picture
on the wall with plenty of hedlockbedlock reproductions going
around he could easily fill in that part at his leisure so he
did but at the same time he made an undeniable effort to
indicate that the framed thing on the wall really was the
original better photographs accent the wrinkling and the
frame and it still remains unthinkable that the old lady
should have displayed a mere printed copy the only origi-
nal hedlockbedlock would be a wood block so the jagged line along
the top may be significant incidentally you people brush
aside valuable contemporary testimony as of no significance
when it does not suit your purposes the contemporary record
both by its assertions and its silences is quite unsuspicious of
the sort of manipulating you see everywhere

they after all the case at issue is what are the fac-
similes

we agreed and after reading your latest and best ac-
count the article which called forth this addendum we
still do not know the answer your notes are immensely valu-
able and must supply the standard handbook for which all of
us were hoping but they tell us what the egyptologists think
and not what the egyptians thought what do you say fac-
simile no 1 is for example

they it shows the resurrection of osiris who is also
the deceased owner of the papyrus and the conception of
horus

we there you have it former egyptologists said that it
could not possibly represent abraham because it was supposed
to be osiris but now you tell us that it can be both osiris and
a human being at once again they said it could not be a
sacrificial scene because it was an embalming or resurrection
scene but now you tell us that it can be both a resurrection
scene and a conception this all shows what we mean when
we repeatedly affirm that we cannot answer the question
what are the facsimiles until we know everything there is

to know about them
they yes but we know a great deal about them that does

not fit in with joseph smith s ideas
we if you will excuse us for saying so the only point

you have made so far against joseph smith has been by a
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bit of sleight of hand not intentional we are sure dutout quite
effective the secret of successful conjuring tricks as every-
body knows is to occupy the attention of the audience with
an absorbing display of colorful skill while manipulating the
essential properties of the trick unobtrusively on the side thus
while lost in admiration as we have often been of your
mastery of a formidably difficult idiom we run the risk of
overlooking the casual manner in which the real trick is pulled
off that having nothing whatever to do with the translation
of egyptian you open your article by observing in passing
that joseph smith thought that his papyrus contained the
book of abraham and you end it with an even more casual
subordinate clause about the document that joseph smith con-
sidered to be a roll which contained the writings of abra-
ham but how do you know what joseph smith thought
and what he considered this of course is the crux of the
whole matter but you do not discuss it you merely state it as
your opening and closing shots you quote his very words as
if he meant them to apply to the breathing document but how
do you know he did

by way of answer you have gone to all the trouble of
placing the sensensen sen symbols and the book of abraham
side by side and thereby presented us with the most effective
possible refutation of your settled belief that smith thought
he was translating this particular document neither he nor
anyone else could have thought it you say that other people
in his day tried to interpret egyptian that way but you are
wrong this translation of two or three short strokes and a
dot with a 200 or 500 word history is not just exaggerated
kircherismKircher ism horapolloHorapollo kircher leibniz et atal based their
interpretations however fantastic on rational and allegorical
principles but no conceivable amount of rationalizing can
match up the two columns here this goes completely out of
bounds long before anyone suspected the real meaning of the
hieratic symbols in the EAG students were pointing out to each
other that the column on the right could by no effort of the
imagination be viewed as a translation of the column on the
leftyouleft you can see it and I1 can see it and mr heward can see
it and any ten year old child can see it but joseph smith who
was clever enough to make up the story of the book of
abraham in the first place was too dense to see that the
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story his story was not really a translation of a page of
senseless squigglessquiggles yet unless he believed that there is no
case against him we still suspect that there is a relationship
between the two documents but we don t know what it is

on october 12 1968 two graduate students in near
eastern studies at the university of utah R crapo and J A
tvednestvedtnesTvednes presented an interesting hypothesis to explain the re-
lationshiplationship between the breathing certificate and the book of
abraham we have it only second hand and await their publi-
cation but it seems that the idea isis that if one takes the actual
meaning of the hieratic signs in the order in which they occur
they can be roughly matched up with certain general themes
of the book of abraham which occur in the same order this
indicates to crapo and tvednestvedtnes that what we have here is a
mnemonic device to aid in an oral recitation this would make
the sensensen sen papyrus a sort of prompter s sheet true the
document tells a connected and consistent story but then it
would have to do that in order to serve as an effective aid to
memory by itself being easily memorized

farfetchedfar fetched as it may seem there are many ancient
examples of this sort of thing the best known of which is the
alphabet itself by merely reciting the oldest alphabet one
intoned a little sermonette on man s earthly calling a
mnemonic device which helped the rapid spread of the west
semitic system of writing 20 the classic example of a work
which condenses the meaning of whole chapters into a single
letter is the sefer yetzirahYetzirah the oldest and most respected
book of jewish mysteries whose authorship is persistently
attributed to abraham we are now being advised that if we
are to understand the jewish authors correctly we must
examine their work carefully to see whether they contain a
gematria that is condensed and hidden code writing which
turns up in the most surprising places 21

the condensing of matter on prompting sheets is a very old
practice sethe suggested that the memphite dramatic text
was really an abbreviated directive in which though the text
seems quite complete the full content of the speeches and
the action is merely hinted at 22 heinrich schaferschifer noted that

11 tur sinai in jewish quarterly review vol 41 1951 p 288f 296
rosh pinnahbinnah in jewish quarterly review vol 57 1967 p 214

2kakK sethe dramatischeDrama tische teatetexte vol 1 leipzig 1928 p 18
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the famous stele cl4c14cla in the louvre consists of sentences
which read like the headings of chapters though they also
make a connected text 23 we could and in time probably will
furnish many examples of this sort of thing in a preliminary
statement in dialogue it was suggested that the hieratic sym-
bols placed over against the long sections of the book of
abraham might be viewed not as texts but as totopicpic headings
we still don t know what the connection is but one thing is
certain that the relationship between the two texts was never
meant to be that of a direct translation if it were we can be
sure that joseph smith would have published the egyptian
text along with the facsimiles and the translation

H schafer in zeitkhriftzettzert thrift aurfurauf Agyptagyptischeagypthchelycheische sprachersprache und altertumskunde
vol 52 1914y1914 p 17
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sterling M mcmurrin the theological foundations of the
mormon religion university of utah press 1965 151 ppap
1951.95195 paperback

reviewed by truman G madsen professor of philosophy at
brigham young university the author of how to stop for-
getting and start remembering 1961 and eternal man

1966 dr madsen has also published in the improvement
era the instructor dialogue and BYU studies

it may or may not have been calculated but there is an
awesome appropriateness in the michelangelo segment the
hand of god extended toward the hand of adam which ap-
pears on the cover of sterling mcmurrin s the theological
foundations of the mormon religion for the central con-
clusion of this essay is that in mormonism there is not a total
disparity of the divine and human natures p 23 christen-
dom owns the painting but firmly disowns the thesis official
theology insists on an infinite qualitative distinction be-
tween divine and human a mysterious chasm that is only the
more mysterious in the bridging supposed to have been
achieved by christ powerful religious motives have no doubt
contributed to this dualism but mcmurrin s task is to trace the
technical philosophical involvements and offshootsoffshoots of the con-
ceptionception comparing them at crucial points with the mormon
view

it has been observedthatobserved thatthai any author is easy once you mas-
ter the center of his vision already by selection I1 am presum-
ing on mcmurrin s and since both mormon and non mormon
readers are likely to find this a difficult book it may be helpful
to recall the author s intent before asking as a reviewer should
how his performance measures up to it

several years ago mcmurrin announced a long range pro-
ject five pieces on mormonism in print so far are two one on
the philosophical foundations the other the present volume
on theological distinctions 1 I have composed a comparative
commentary he says in his latest foreward and once again

103
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he defines his role as a describer who seeks neither to justify
nor to criticize still anticipated are pieces on mormon religion
the mormon church and the mormon even this categorical
breakdown has a certain freshness and it is quite irrelevant
to say as some will that the topics are inseparable clarity
can result from careful if temporary disentangling of threads

mcmurrin has kept reminding his critics on all sides that
he is attempting to speak with a measured neutrality he is not
a philosophical evangelist and he is outside what it is else-
where fashionable to call the circle of faith Is he therefore
unreliable not so his role allows and even forces upon him
a psychic stance that permits neither the enchantment nor the
indifference of distance and he is more reliable in th execu-
tion of his task than most reviewers allow

but let us note two important and significant exceptions to
his descriptive enterprise one where he isis critic and one where
he is justifier the first has to do with a certain undergirding
polemic on the nature of man

mcmurrin has long been convinced that the original sin of
christendom was the intrusion of a non christian doctrine that
is the doctrine of original sin and that though mormonism
in its early days avoided this error now under the impact of
an increasingly pessimistic and even nihilistic culture it is in
danger of slipping into it

in his reynolds lecture he warned against the twin evils
of authoritarianism and irrationalism which often grow out of
radical disparagementsdisparagernentsdisparagements of the nature of man 1 I remember him
saying that if the existentialists talk of the abyss of life
could move a scientific naturalist to tears the more was the
pity he has stoutly maintained that the bleakness of life is

no argument for the ultimate depravity or finitude or total
self estrangement of man in an earlier piece on the bromeprome-
thean religion of one of his mentors W P montague mc-
murrin with inbuilt approval described the view that god
needs man much but perhaps not as much as man needs
god this courageous life affirming bold and adventurous
approach to religion is altogether rare in the midst of contem-
porary trends but mcmurrin continues to find and admire
similar facets in the authentic mormon heritage

by describing he is therefore also prescribing hoping to
immunize mormonscormons against the fallout of neo6rthodoxneoorthodoxorthodoxneo
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existential and catholic pessimism here he is critic and it
seems to me that this implicit criticism shows through much of
what he has written and said in recent years including the pres-
ent volume 1I for one applaud the motive

there are two supplemental additions in perspective con-
cerning man s fall and self sufficiency regarding involve-
ment in the fall mormonism as mcmurrin astutely shows
renounces the metaphysical explanations that impute stain or
guilt through adam the second article of faith is for mor
mons an article of fact but there is a unique note in the
mormon outlook which roberts saw fit to add to the third
edition of the gospel

the whole purpose of god with reference to man s earth
life being made known to men in the spirit world and the
spirits of men accepting the plan marked out for their prog-
ress makes them parties to that plan to the fall as well as
to the rest of it it is questionable if it can be said with
the strictest accuracy that man s agency was not involved in the
fall p v

what then of man s freedom or power to avoid sin or to achieve
salvation there is a line in the fifth lecture on faith part
of the kirtland period which mcmurrin might well have
cited after describing the mastery of christ s life in keeping
the law and remaining without sin it says showing thereby
that it is in the power of man to keep the law and remain also
without sin

but if one may theoretically imitate the behavior patterns
of christ and remain without sin he still falls short of his
destiny the christ of mormonism points to higher objectives
to receive his power as he received the eternal father s thus
to become like both in nature this is a higher order of existence
than the much praised salvation or beatific vision described in
other traditions question Is this essentially a matter of growth
or a matter of transformation the coming to fruit of latent
possibilities by obedience to the law without or the healing
and removing of a sinful overlay by reception of divine powers
within mormon theologians say it is both mcmurrin s em-
phasis on christ s major role in achieving the resurrection
should not and does not in the writers I1 have in mind ob-
scure christ s added role in achieving the kind or degree of
resurrection that depends upon the measure of his trans
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formation which brings us back to sin and sinfulness to what
joseph smith called losing the very desire for sin

if I1 am not mistaken that is the point replete and com-
plete of the book of mormon indeed it is the point of the
much disputed passage on the natural man in mosiah
those who read calvinism into or out of that passage either

lack the mormon bent or conceptual imagination or both
it is the presupposition of the doctrines of begetting and be-
coming that permeate sections 84 88 9593 of the doctrine and
covenants and it is the nerve of meaning and power not just
of so called mormon legalism but also of its ritualism its
ordinances and temple worship

these elements may come to focus in mcmurrin s later
piece on the mormon religion if so it is to be hoped his
discussion will be enriched by the remarkable but neglected
ath4th yearbook study course for the seventies here B H
roberts who incidentally found the clearest statement of the
atonement especially the balancing of justice and mercy in
the book of mormon presents the cumulative outlooksoutlooks both
of orthodox christendom and of mormonism on soteriology
and he laces his treatment with copious references to henry
drummond and spiritual biogenesis mcmurrin thinks mor-
mon theologians have yet to clarify the idea of spiritual death
but the other side of that question is of spiritual life roberts
is clear as were his predecessors in saying that life can only
come from life at this level the core of mormonism may be
called christogenesisChristogenesis

mcmurrin s second and explicit digression relates to the
nature of god it is the final section of the volume a separate
lecture that is uncharacteristic of him for he has typically un-
dertakender taken both in his lectures and writing to represent the
position of the subject author

here in theses on the idea that god Is a person he is

both descriptive and argumentative but his readers may easily
miss his point the chapter is not on the one hand a philo-
sophical defense of the mormon god or if so only indirectly
it is a carefully constructed analysis of the futility of much
classical effort to make theological and religious sense out of
a combined greek absolutism and hebrew christian personal-
ism what emerges is this that absolutism cannot logically be
combined with personalism or to put it positively that per
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sonalism inevitably means finitismfinicism the recognition that the
very nature of personality is such that it involves being this
and not that being conscious willing moving feeling there-
fore not absolute in the traditional sense further unless we
can affirm the reality of such a person and do so in a way that
avoids the veneer of their the theologians life destroying
intellect p 123 then what we call christianity in the west-
ern world is simply false and for mcmurrin one cannot
legitimately go on to the razzie dazzle of self deception that
says anyway it is symbolically true A correlate of this con-
clusion is that those who are defending absolutism and im
personalistic conceptions of god are not defending christianity
at all

on the other hand mcmurrin is not withdrawing the
question of god in favor of a leap of faith or sheer subjec-
tivity he is convinced it is his positiviticpositivistic bias which is shared
though not under that rubric by many a mormon that the
question if it can be settled at all is to be settled through
experience not speculation or dogmatic biblicizingbiblicizing what sort
of experience he says perhaps mystical experience and
leaves or more likely postpones the question of whether he
reduces mormon revelation experience to something mystical
or something empirical will his absolutist critics then say that
hebe simply has a life preference a temperamental bias likely
conditioned by his association with the southern california
personalistspersona lists if so they will be evading a sympathetic but
profoundly uncompromising argument

aside from these two central backgrounds of the book
what of the substantive comparative chapters themselves for
this reviewer they are sensitive cogent and articulate more-
over some of the general misgivings I1 have become on closer
analysis recommendations

first mcmurrin s continuing outline and summation of
historical alternatives enlightening as it is leaves out major
contemporary philosophical and theological options but per-
haps this isis a strength and a service since many of these

trends eg secular theology christian atheism offshootsoffshoots of
existential outlooksoutlooks and the so called new catholicism in
the work of men like kuhn gogartenGogarten and congar are
faddish and may have little lasting import
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second because of mcmurrin s heavy emphasis on phil-
osophy which one might assume would have been restricted
to the first monograph he sometimes goes too lightly on theo-
logy yet his double interest and double competence in histori-
cal philosophy and philosophy of religion is as rare as it is
valuable on the present scene few mormonscormons may realize how
this historical classic approach puts him in an academic no-
man s land in a day when philosophy is often just bits and
pieces of linguisitic analysis and when theology is looking per-
haps desperately for relevance at the sacrifice of all tradi-
tional perspective

third mcmurrin s admitted biases toward naturalistic
humanism with a positivistic flavor see his response to
reviewers in dialogue vol 1 no 1 p 136 19 may seem
to some to dominate or to threaten to dominate what he calls
his mormon attachments so that he finds things in mormon-
ism that aren t there or fails to find things that are but again
that is if I1 may be playful with the phrase a fortunate
windfall for these are the very biases which have been prev-
alent sometimes precariously in the philosophical and theo-
logical world for the past three centuries it is in that sense
both accurate and appropriate to emphasize those perpetual
notes in the mormon outlook that make the supernatural an
extension and refinement of the natural

suppose in contrast mcmurrin had come to his task with
the extreme mystical leanings of a W T stace or the anti
cultural theology of a barthearth and brunner or the new absolutist
inclinations of the latest thomistsThomists some elements of each of
these parallel mormonism if one is careful about his defini-
tions but viewed through such spectacles alone mormonism
would emerge a travesty even if one wants to say defensively
that mcmurrin s theological portrait is only one side of
mormonism it is still very much worthwhile to have that
portrait presented against the canvas of tradition and what-
ever other sides there are must be consistent with it

in summary there is room much room for this kind of
book it points to the pressing need to concern ourselves less
with the making of schools within the culture and more with
the building of skills to reach beyond it so that we may hold
up the clean linen of mormon distinctions in the variety of
lights and to the variety of eyes that are in the real world such
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a task might well take precedence over though realistically it
is not likely to replace the breeding and brooding of infighters
which often proceed under the name of scholarship

here in short is a man of superb erudition in our greco
roman heritage and though few of his reviewers seem to have
noticed not a little expertise in world religions he has much to
teach both mormonscormons and non mormonscormons about the similarities
and differences of their religious faiths that leads to a final
footnote for the easily intimidated philosophy and theology
are languages hard enough to read and harder still to speak
but it is a great mistake to suppose that only a few specialists
do so and that the rest of us are in a different world all of
us however amateurish may be our professions are making
our decisions and living our lives under the meaning frame
works to which philosophers have given technical names rarely
do we sit down to analyze where these frameworks lead in their
bearings implications and applications some say well let
the world learn our outlook through our language but we
don t know what they are hearing and therefore don t really
know what we are saying until we understand both languages
there is no dearth of spokesmen for mormonism but there
is a dearth of those who can speak on the very boundaries and
peripheries where this kind of communication breaks down
mcmurrin has put himself there and there is where he is ap-
parentlyparently highly motivated to stay to say we don t care about
the cultivation of this unusual language is to say we don t care
about communuicating but that is to say we don t care about
people and how can any mormon any genuine mormon say
that

spencer J palmer editor the new religions of korea
transactions of the korean branch royal asiatic society

vol XLIIIxl111 seoul 1967 ppap 211

reviewed by paul hyer professor of history at Brigbrighamharn
young university dr hyer has been a researcher on china
and mongolia in taiwan and japan he has published in
zeitschriftZeit schrift fur geopolitik china quarterly mongolian so-
ciety bulletin and BYU studies

this is a pioneer work on an important aspect of modern
korean history and gives new insights into the nation s social
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institutions national character and intellectual development
as well as religious life it is a composite of writings by three
koreans and two americans each of them well prepared by
academic discipline and firsthandfirst hand experience in korea to write
on modern or contemporary religious phenomenon there pro-
fessors choi syn duk and choi jai sok who write on the
tong il11 movement and the sindonaeSindonae religious community re-
spectivelyspectively are both sociologists professor felix moos writing
on the nationalistic ch ondogyo sect is an anthropologist and
professor lee kangkangoo who analyzed the jingsanjingran gyu sect has
a background in philosophy and folklore professor spencer
palmer the editor fittingly is a historian with broad perspec-
tive long residence inin korea and research and publications in
the area of korean religious and philosophical development
besides bringing the essays together he has written an excel-
lent introduction coordinating the individual studies and placing
them in proper context the studies are especially impressive
because of the insights given into such areas as the nature of
religious syncretism in korea the direction which new religious
developments take inin korea with the disintegration of tradi-
tional society and religions korean nativistic or revitalization
surges in response to the impact of modernization and the
relationship of religion to society politics nationalism and so
forth in discussing korea s new religions the authors find a
number of common tendencies like claims to divine revelation
visions or some less concrete inspiration in their origin the
new sects usually claim miraculous powers of healing and are
close to the common people with their hopes fears and chang-
ing attitudes they are usually concerned with meeting man s

physical and material needs here and now but geographical
and family considerations are less important than traditionally

professor moos gives insight into how the new religions
innovate and provide an indigenous korean source through
which western influence may be filtered to provide cultural
revitalization the extensive cataloging of the many branches
of jingsanjingran gyo their historical development ritual and doc-
trines in great depth by lee kangkangoo isis very impressive the
critical objective approach of choi jai sok and his application
of the latest sociological techniques to a study of an important
religious community inin sindonaeSindonae are most commendable par-
ticularlyticularly the interview and questionnaire approach with a sta
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tisticaltwisticaltistical quantification of data one of the most interesting es-
says is that of benjamin weems who has a career in govern-
ment to draw upon his emphasis is on politics and national-
ism as they relate to the important ch ondogyo cult the main
criticism of this essay is its brevity compared to the other
studies choi syn duk s study of the tong il movement is a
well organized summary the source of information is not
clear but the summary seems to draw on firsthand knowledge
from when professor choi was earlier a member of the move-
ment this volume has demonstrated a large fertile and almost
untouched field of study in contemporary korea which
furnishes a challenge to all fields of the social sciences

the challenge of the korean scholars conveying their
thoughts in english has been well met but there are more
than the average number of typographical errors in printing it
seems to this reviewer that it would have been well in a publica-
tion of this sort to include a theoretical discussion from the
point of view of anthropology or the sociology of religion which
would give a framework or basis for added insight into the
religious phenomena presented references to revitalization
anomic nativistic and other such behavior or activity are ap-
parent but the conceptual scheme is lacking

hyrum L andrus doctrinal commentary on the pearl of
great price salt lake city deseret book company 1967
522 ppap 495494.94954.95495

reviewed by ellis T rasmussen associate professor of old
testament languages and literature at brigham young uni-
versityversity dr rasmussen is the author of patriarchs of the old
testament 1964 and an introduction to the old testament
and its teachings A syllabus pt 1I 1966 pt 11II 1967.1967

hyrum L andrus himself says it requires experience for
man to comprehend any given state of existence 1 this isis cer-
tainly true to comprehend some of the facets and functions
of many institutions of heaven and earth with which his com-
mentary deals one would need a background of a broad
variety of experience spiritually and intellectually dr andrus
has done well with all resources and experience at his com

T1 267 of the book reviewed all reference notes are to page numbers in
doctrinaldoriDocirinal commentary on the pearl of great price unless otherwise identified
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mand but if a reader finds himself feeling less experienced
in things paradisiacal and celestial he may like this reviewer
have to return and reread some of the more esoteric portions
careful study will reward the conscientious reader however
and no one should abandon any difficult chapter or section
after only one or two attempts to understand all that is in it

the book needs a broader title if it is to be descriptive
of the content this book is something more than a doctrinal
commentary on the pearl of great price of course it could
hardly be entitled elucidations upon a series of related
theological themes selected as major religiobeligio philosophical
contributions of the pearl of great price with complemen-
tary concepts from related prophetic sources but that would
somewhat roundly describe it

among dr andrus major contributions in this work are
his perceptive analyses and his logical syntheses he has drawn
together concepts and made many meaningful summations
which have not been so drawn before the reader must there-
fore often set aside his own preconceptions or biases in order
to evaluate honestly new concepts under slightly adapted old
terminology old concepts under new and specific terms and
new concepts under new nomenclature

among the contributions of the commentary is a quite
generous provision of quoted materials from primary docu-
ments and materials not readily available elsewhere natur-
ally this feature means that the composition of the book en-
tailed collection and collation of materials from many sources
in addition to and outside of the pearl of great price proper

for example as present interest heightens with regard to
the nature of joseph smith s translation of the egyptian
papyri some of which have recently been rediscovered and
made available dr andrus assertion that the prophet lit-
erally translated an alphabet to the book of abraham will
bear further investigation 2 the hypothesis that abraham
understood the adamic language and that he may have used
it in making his record will deserve consideration 3 that the
inscriptions on the papyri are not exactly like all other egyp-
tian inscriptions and are not translated like the common run
of hieroglyphic idiogramsidiograms and alphabets no one who studies

ap2p 2255
TP 27
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them and their translations will doubt it is to be hoped that
future projects shall prosper to the degree that truth shall
spring out of the earth and righteousness shall look down
from heaven 4

in the second chapter information from the book of moses
is effectively aligned and supplemented by the biblical books
of moses and by joseph smith s inspired revision of it some
important theological items from divine revelations to adam
enoch noah abraham moses and joseph smith are con-
veniently and appreciatively presented in this and the suc-
ceeding chapter concerning the nature of the godhead dr
andrus makes his best contributions in definitions of terms
and delineations of functions pertaining to deity the impor-
tance of understanding such things he emphasizes in a para-
phrase of a saying of jesus this is what it means to possess
eternal life to know the only true god and jesus christ
whom he has sent 5

A brief one page section on christ and the holy ghost
presents some concise summations on the relationship of the
holy ghost as the minister of christ and as an aspect of the
spirit of christ more clearly than most commentaries on the
infinitely difficult concept of the oneness of the godhead 6

on the confusing matter of the sequence of the creative
processes of god depicted differently in genesis 1 genesis 2

the book of abraham the book of moses and in other rev
elation materials the procedure as outlined in the account by
abraham is selected as most defensible from man s primeval
state as intelligence not an intelligence as the popular mis-
conception states it according to dr andrusandrusz 7 on through his
existence as a spirit later embodied disembodied and finally
redeemed man s career is traced less familiar to most read-
ers will be the earth s program of development seen by dr
andrus as first created as a physical spiritual entity in a
paradisiacal celestial state then sanctified or brought fully

P 2 psalm 85 a supplication of the sons of korah for the future pros-
perity of israel s land is cited by dr andrus as it has been cited by other
writers as a prophecy for our times

P 52 cf john 173 another example of a clarification of a divine concept
left none too clear by the scriptures may be seen on p 229 concerning the
relationship of the will of the son to the will of the father

6seeaseeee eg p 89
P 116 paragraph 2 note that the first paragraph on the page has been

revised in the second printing of the 1967 edition the revisions concern the
nature of the eternal inherent life within the spirit
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into the presence of god until the time when it fell into
its present temporal state

this sampling of notable contributions must conclude
with a mere list of half a dozen others suggestive of the scope
of the book these include dissertations on the role and pro-
grams of satan the nature of spiritual death the need for
and nature of infinite atonement the great celestial system
of eternity called zion with its divine patriarchal order
subversive causes of past and present social degeneration ram-
ifications of the restoration of promises made to the fathers
in the hearts of the children and the infinite scope of god s

projects in the universe
there are inevitably some needs lacks and oversights

an example of the latter would be a footnote on a quotation
from joseph smith s inspired version of exodus 34283554283534285554285554283428 35 in-
tended to make the point that moses received a lesser law
on the second set of stone tablets support for the idea isis
sought in chapter three of 11II corinthians which is only in-
cidentallyci pertinent while the clearest statement of the point
is not cited though it isis found in the first two verses of the
very chapter of exodus quoted 8

sometimes the lucidity of the usually apt synthesis leaves
something to be desired by the uninitiated as might be seen
in a summation of the concept of the oneness of father and
son christ s unionunion with the father is ideal in individual-
ism 9 sometimes the rationale behind a bit of exegesis is not
clear take for example the identification of the speaker in the
revelation to moses recorded in moses 1 as the christ 10

new meanings for old phrases may be illustrated by the
interpretation of the phrase called by prophecy to relate it
to the concept of foreordination 11 since a prophet for
god is one who speaks for god it may well be that to be
11 called by prophecy as we believe one must be in order to
preach the gospel and administer in the ordinances thereof

means that one isis called by one who has the authority to
speak for god this should be evaluated in cases such as the

viz the inspired version of exodus 54154134134125412541234122

P 75
OPP 707170 71 note it is not the conclusion but the rationale behind it

here that is called into question
see ppap 1234123 4
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calling of a primary teacher a sunday school teacher an
elders president a missionary etc

the reader may be surprised to find that god s sabbath
after six periods of creative work may be seen not as a day
ofrestobrestof rest though the hebrew word sabbath means rest or ces-
sation but as a day of planting and placing of plants an-
imals and man upon the earth 12

the book cannot cover everything and so the reader must
not expect to find correlation of geological observations with
scripture nor to learn who begot adam s body 13 nor to get
all of the ramifications of race and priesthood restrictions and
civil and political rights 14

in the area of technicalities it should be observed that the
assertion is made in a footnote15footnote15 that a change has been made
in the reading of revelations 16 in the inspired version of
the bible as issued by the reorganized church but whether
an alteration was made or whether the copy from which the
printed edition was made lacked a note which the bernhisel
manuscript has is controversial another quotation from the
inspired version fails to make a proper point when the pas-
sage from john 11411 4 14 first identifies the gospel as the
word and then goes on to say the same word was made
flesh and dwelt among us

A careful intelligent study of dr andrus commentary
will reward the most critical reader its most valuable con-
tributions are found in the area of an understanding of the
nature of the relationships of the godhead to man and the
universe to this end says dr andrus the pearl of great
price makes many vital and important contributions 16

P 171 the basis of the idea is found in dac 7712
appp 179180179 180 there is of course only one only begotten son of the

father
uppappp 402406402406402 406 pertinent information to be found in alma 1338133 8 is not

here cited though it was cited on another point earlier on p 133 it would be
useful here also

15pP 499
P 551010
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